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MISCELLANEOUS
A Brother's Love.—There is something
transcendently virtuous in the affections ot
a high-heirled brother towards his gei.tie
and amiable sister. He can feel unbounded
admiration for her beauty—he can appre
ciate and applaud the kindness which she
bestows upon himself. He can press her
bright lips and fair forehead, and still she is
Unpolluted ; he can watch the blush steal
over her features when he tells her of her
innocent follies, and he can clasp her to his
bosom in consolation when tears gush from
her overloaded heart. With woman there
is a feeling of pride mingled with the re
gard which she has for her brother. She
looks upon him as one fitted to brave the
tempest of the world ; as one to whose arm
of protection she can fly for shelter when
she is stricken by sorrow, wronged or
oppressed ; as one whose honor is connected
with her own ; and who durst not see her
insulted with impunity. He is to her, as
the oak is to the vine, and though she may
fear all other of mankind, she is secure and
confident in the love and countenance of
her brother.
Nothing affords man such
satisfaction, and nothing entwines a sister
so affectionately among his sympathies
and interests as profound reliance on her
virtue, and strong convictions of her diffi
dence and delicacy. As these two latter are
far the most delicious qualities of a beau
tiful female, so they are the strongest spells
for enticing away the confidence of the
other sex. A female without delicacy is
a woman without principle ; and as innate
and shrinking perception of virtue is a true
characteristic of a pore hearted creature,
so it is the most infallible union between
hearts that truly beat in response to each
other. There is more tenderness in the
disposition of woman, than man ; but the
affection of a brother is full ol the purest
and most generous impulses ; it cannot be
quenched for aught but delicacy and un
worthiness, and it will outlive a thousand
selfish and sordid attachments.—A deep
rooted regard for a gentle creature born of
the same parents with ourselves, is cer
tainly one of the noblest feelings of our
nature. Were every other feeling of human
nature dead, save this, there would still a
bright hope remain that the fountain of virtue
and principle was not yet sealed.
Ladies* Garland.

Frankness.—Be frank with the world.
Frankness is the child of honesty and
courage. Say just what you mean to do,
upon every occasion—taking it for granted
that you mean to do what is right. If a
friend ask a favor you should grant it if
it is reasonable ; if it is not tell him plain
ly why you cannot. Never do a wrong
thing to make a friend, or to keep one ;
the man that requires you to do so, is
dearly
purchased at such a sacrifice.
Deal kindly, but firmly, with all men ;
you will find it the policy which wears
best. Above all, do not try to appear
to others what you are not.—If you have
any fault to find with one, tell no others
of what you complain.
There is no
more dangerous experiment than that
of undertaking to be one thing at a
man’s
face and another behind his
back. If the very consciousness of be
ing capable of such duplicity does not
degrade you in your own eyes, you must
be lost to every noble feeling of our na
ture.
We should live, and act and
speak, “ out of doors,” as the saying is,
and say and do what we are willing to
read and know of all men. It is not only
best as a matter of principle, but as a
matter of policy.

A new Doctrine.—A Dublin paper states
that the Archbishop of Dublin, in an Ordina
tion Sermon preached in Christ Church in
that city, advanced a position, which if not
entirely new, it is at least new to be support
ed on such authority. The Dublin Mail, the
paper referred to, says —

The drift of his Grace’s observations, as
we are given to understand, was an attempt
to rescue the character of Judas Iscariot from
the imputation of having basely, and for mere
lucre, betrayed his Divine Master, and sold
him for 30 pieces of silver. In his Grace’s
opinion the Apostle was influenced by
a higher and noble motive—by a faith which,
confiding in the omnipotence of the Son of
God, believed that the delivery of him into the
hands of his enemies, would have redounded
to his immediate glory by evoking a mirac
ulous display of his power, authority, and
Godhead. This opinion, if delivered, is so
new—so counter to the interpretation and
belief of all Christendom, from the earliest
ages to the present, that it obviously requires
of the divine who broached it, if it have been
broached at all, to give to the public a sat
isfactory reason for the faith that is in him—
or to state unequivocally that he maintained
in public no such theological rhapsodies.

SATURDAY, APRIL 7. 1838.
Receipt for a cold.—Take a large tea
spoonful of flaxseed, with twopenny worth
of stick liquorice, and one quarter of a pound
of new raisins ; put them in two quarts of
soft water, and let them simmer over a slow
fire until it is reduced to one quart, then
add to it a quarter of a pound of brown
sugar candy pounded—a table spoonful of
white wine vinegar, or lemon juice ; the
vinegar is best to be added only to the
quantity you are going immediately to
take.-—-Drink half a pint at going to bed
and take a little when the cough is troublesome.

MAIL ARTICLESWashington City, Feb. 27, 1838.
There was an incident connected with the
recent duel, that reflects so much honor on
the character of the gentler sex, that I cannot
refrain from repeating it, notwithstanding in
doing so, I may lay myself liable to the im
putation of unnecessarily introducing the
name of a lady to the public.
The lady of the Hon. Mr. Graves was not
aware that her husband was about to be engaged in a duel till late in the morning, Every thing had been kept from the knowledge
of the lemales connected with the parties.
By some accident, I know not how it was,
Mrs. Graves ascertained jhe painful fact, that
her husband had gone to the field. Notwith
standing die day was severely cold, and the
lady was in feeble health, the moment the
intelligence of the duel was made known to
Iter, she proceeded to the proper authorities,
and procured a bench warrant for the arrest
of all the parties engaged in the affair.
She
then proceeded to the Marshal of the Dis
trict, procured a carriage, and accompanied
that officer to seek out the field of battle.
The better to execute their designs, and
avoid all interruption, the duellists had led
the public astray as to the place selected, and
Mrs. Graves, after having examined several
places, usually occupied by those who in
dulge in the trial by battle, without success,
returned to the city in despair.
Before she
reached her lodgings, “ the deed had been
done.”
Her conduct is worthy of all commenda
tion and applause.
The spirit and deep
moral sense which this lady evinced should
entitle her to, the admiration of every advo
cate of humanity and justice. Had she been
successful in her holy efforts to repress and
subdue the hurricane of passion, which led
her husband to the margin of an untimely
grave, the affair might have been amicably
adjusted, and poor Cilley might have escaped
the fate that attended him.—Philad. Inq.

Florida.—General Jessup has written a
letter to the Secretary of War, in which he
recommends that the Seminóles shall be
permitted to remain in Florida; as he does
not think a portion of the country worth the
medicines that the United States will expend
in expelling them. If the war is not aban
doned, he is of opinion that it will not be
ended for many years to come.
He thinks
the government wrong in the attempt to re
move the Seminóles—because the lands were
not wanted, because they were not in the way
of the whites, and it is a mere effort to re
move a band of savages from one unexplored
wilderness to another.

No. 47.
Appointments by the Governor, with the ad
vise and consent of Council.
Daniel Goodenow, of Alfred, Attorney
General.
Elijah L. Harnlen, of Bangor, Land Agent.
John Reed, of Windham, Inspector of beef
and pork.
Simeon C. Whittier, of Hallowell, Inspect
or of pot and pearl ashes.
Nathaniel Knight, Boothbay, Inspector of
fish.
John Bunker, of Eden, do.
Jotham F. Shute, Prospect, do.
John Gleason, of Perry, Indian Agent for
the Passamaquoddy Indians.

The Secretary, in his reply to Gen. Jesup,
The Argus proposes to issue another spirit
orders a reduction of the force in that quarter,
Cure for the Croup. — Dr. Fisher, in a
—a Spirit of’38. We would in season cau
as
soon
as
practicable,
and
says
“
The
de

late e mbe' of the Medical and Surgical
partment indulged the hope, that with the tion the people to beware of these lying mes
Journal, recommends to mothers and nurses,
extensive means placed at your disposal, the sengers. It was by the dissemination of false
when a child is seized with this dangerous
war, by a vigorous effort’ might be brought doctrines in such papers that have heretofore
disease, the croup, to apply immediately, un
to a close this campaign. If, however, you deceived the people. They are got up pur
til medical aid can be obtained, to the
are of opinion, that from the nature of the posely to circulate matter so vile that no one
throat and upper part of the chest, sponges
country, and the character of the enemy, dare be responsible for it. They áre circula
such a result is impracticable, and it iskdvis- ted among those who live in remote places,
or napkins dipped in water as hot as it can
able to make a temporary arrangement with and those who cannot afford to take a regular
be borne, and wrung out so that the water
the Seminóles, by which the safety of tl^ set paper, who are thus imposed upon by having
may not ooze from them. The remedy was
tlements and the posts will be secured such vile trash as the Spirits, the Crisises and
first suggested by a German physician, and
throughout the summer, you are at liberty to other political emissaries of like character,
has been practiced with decided and uni
do so. In that event, you will establish posts (paid for by the stipendiaries of government)
form success.
at Tampa, and on the Eastern Shore, and placed before them, which they are induced
Another.—An aged and experienced per
wherever else they are, in your opinion, ne to believe because they have not access to
cessary to preserve the peace of the country ; correct information as people have in large
son informs the Bath Telegraph of the fol
and I would suggest the propriety of leaving and thickly settled towns.
lowing, as a cure for the croup
Take
TQhe Argus would be a fit recepticle for
Col. Zadock Taylor, of the First Infantry, in
mustard seed, lard and the yolk of an egg,
'Sbfecli matter, but the projectors of the plan
command of them.”
and make a poultice—apply the same as
show their wisdom in not making that the
warm as it can be borne on the throat, and
organ for the disserninatioiKof their “ cunning
The Duel.—The following is an extract of
ly devised fables," because they are aware
relief may be expected in a few minutes.
a letter to the New-York Star, from a cor that the character of that print is so well
The lard should be warmed first, then stir
respondent in Washington :—
known, that the people would suspect them
in the mustard seed until it is of a proper
I will now proceed to relate certain facts,
at once.
consistence, and then add the egg.
as they occurred on the ground, and tor the
There have been so many golden promises
truth of which I appeal to all the parties made the people from these sources in former
Another.—We know nothing of the above
present.
recommendations, farther than what appears
years which have never been realized that
On the first exchange of shots Mr. Gilley we trust they will beware of thenlW’ the fu
upon the face of them ; but ours is this—
fired between the words “ one” and “ two,” ture.—Portland Adv.
we never knew it fail of effecting an imme
and Mr. Graves between the words “ two”
diate cure ; on the contrary, we have wit
and “ three,” or just after the word two was
Loco Foco tricks.—Our readers will remem
Maj.
Gen.
Scott
arrived
at
New
York
nessed the happiest effects from it, viz : Ad
pronounced.
ber that some time since, a communication
from
the
West
on
Wednesday,
having
been
minister a lobelia emetic, with warming
On
the
second
exchange
of
shots,
the
rifle
was published in a New York paper, written
detained a few days in Albany by illness.
drinks—thus producing a speefdy and whole
of Mr. Graves was discharged when in the by Noah Webster, with the signature of Sid
The late Commander in Chief at Navy
some perspiration.
Island, Van Rensselaer, has been committed act of raising it to his shoulder, and between ney, expressing doubts of the success of our
for trial on various charges against him, be the words “ fire” and “ one,”—consequently republican institutions. The loco focos at
The Alphabet contained in a verse.— fore Judge Conkling, at Auburn, and sent this shot was literally thrown away. Here tempted to show that was whig doctrine.
—The 21st verse of the 7th chapter of to jail in Albany, where his trial is to take then Mr. Cilley had an opportunity of at once The whigs however every where denied it and
Ezra contains all the letters of the alpha place in June next. Martin Woodruff was bringing the contest to a close, by refusing pronounced it toryism. It is now said that
to fire; or by firing in the air. Did he do the Van Burenites printed forty thousand
bet. The verse is as follows:—“ Andi, held to bail in the sum of $5000, and several
so? Far from it. Knowing, as he did, that copies of this “ Sidney” and circulated them
others
were
under
arrest.
even I, Artaxerxes, do make a decree to
his own life was in no danger, he coolly and every where, with a caption representing the
all the treasures which are beyond the
In Wilmington, N. C., the good people hit deliberately took his aim at Mr. Graves, documents to have come from the whigs.
river, that whatsoever Ezra the priest, upon an excellent expedient for change.
Another forgery has also been delected
$5 —who stood erect and unmoved,—and after
the scribe of the law of the God of notes they cut in two, and pass each half for he (Mr. Cilley) was apparently certain of his in the city of New York of a similar docu
heaven, shall require of you, it be done two dollars and a half. Three dollar and two victim, and after the word “ three” had ment, purporting to be a circular to the whigs
been pronounced, he drew his trigger, and, to of that city, calling on employers of laborers
speedily.” All the vowels occur in their dollar notes are served in the same uncere
monious manner. The bank® readily receive the astonishment ot all parties, Mr. Graves to compel them to vote for the whig ticket.
order in the word facetiously.
escaped unhurt ! One of the persons pres
These rascalities show how desperate tho
the fractions.—Pennsylvanian.
ent remarked to me, that the time between spoils men have become.—Maine Daily Jour.
Confidence. — Never betray confidence or
Not thefirst.—It has been stated, that Mr. the going off of Mr. Graves’ rifle, and the
a trust reposed in you ; there cannot be a
Fire in Bingham.—On Wednesday night
Cilley was the first member of the National firing of Mr. Cilley, appeared to him an age
greater treachery than first to raise a con Congress ever shot in a duel while that bo —he considered the death of Mr. Graves in last, between the hours of 10 and 11 o’clock,
evitable
;
and
considering
the
expertness
of
fidence, and then to deceive or betray it.
the dwelling house occupied by Mr. Luther
dy was in session. The Cincinnati Gazette
republishes the fact that on Saturday, the 6th Mr. Cilley with the rifle, nothing but the in Heald, was discovered to be on fire, and be
terposition
of
Providence
could
have
saved
fore the inmates had time to dress themselves,
The last instance of absent-mindedness. February, 1819, Gen. Armistead T. Mason, a 1
him.
the house was almost in one sheet of flame
—A merchant arose early one morning, Senator in Congress, from the State of Vir
I
repeat
—
these
are
facts
well
known
here,
and took the keys of his store and a pail ginia, fell in a duel, with John McCarty of for the truth of which, I appeal to all who —nothing was saved, as we understand, ex
cept part of a bed and a table.
It will be
of swill for his hogs ; he deliberately the same State. They fought with muskets were on the ground ; and most assuredly, no
recollected that on Wednesday night last it
charged with three balls each, at the distance
threw his keys to the hogs, and carried of six paces. The death of Senator Mason i man of ordinary intelligence and of common blowed severely from N. West, and the
the pail of swill down street to unlock his was not announced in Congress, consequent fairness, can, under these circumstances, give weather the coldest that had been experien
store with.
ly no order was taken as to bis funeral. He credence to the idea that Mr. Cilley sought ced during the winter. The only refuge the
not the life of Mr. Graves, or desired to inmates had, was a gristmill near by, where
was carried home and privately buried.
terminate the affair without bloodshed. If the miller happened to be grinding at that
* How beautiful the face of nature looks
the committee of the House should proceed late hour of the night.
The family barely
The Western Georgian says it is rumoured .
after a shower 1’
in their investigation, these fads will be escaped with their lives—having lost all their
that
Gen.
Charles
H.
Nelson
had
been
killed
■
“ Yes, madam—but any body’s face
i
abundantly
substantiated.
clothes, &c. &c. An alarm was given by
in an engagement with the Indians—that j
would look better for being washed.”
John Ridge had been shot in Arkansas, while | The editor of the Star, in alluding to the po the miller, who immediately repaired to the
litical complexion which certain Van Buren village, and procured assistance for the fami
engaged in addressing a Council of his coun- i
11 Patrick, I want somebody to kill my trymen, and that John J~
Kos«, principal chief P“l’ers ar0 atten,plin^ •» give lo this matter ly.—Somerset Journal.
• -j
savs :—
hogs.
Do you understand butchering ?” of the Cherokees, had committed» suicide.
We are glad to see this enquiry pushed on
“ Faith, an its me that can lend you a
Remarkable Memory.—A singular instance
in Congress, the facts will come out, and a law of extraordinary memory was related to us by
hand at that same—but it’s a bos you’ll
It is stated, that of the one hundred citi we hope will pass, and be sustained by public
a friend who was an eye and ear witness of
want along wid me ; for getting the fur off zens composing the New York central corn- opinion, v1’-1
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stand jist.”
A Mr. Richardson who now lives on tho
fiist Jackson meeting that was held in the | What, we ask, has this personal encounter
Island of Martha’s Vineyard in Mass., is of or
State ol New York in 1824. And yet these '| between
wcv„,Vjl,
w uu
two citizens, to
do with the great fi;
An Ohio paper advertises for a good prac
capacity and education, but can repeat
on n 11 rii» ori rixr I
.i
1
men, and others like them, arei ¿Idenounced
by j strUgg|« e for the
liberties of the country now dinary
verbatim
any
read.
Name iw
to
i
tt
•
u•
ulJ
J thing he wever
v v/jl iuum
»
xiuiiiu
tical printer, who would take charge of the QOfmo
some lunn
who nnirn
have been in «1-»«
the zlz>
democratic unnbn
ranks t .m progress m every State •in the
Union
?!
him
any
chapter in the Bible, and tell him
mechanical department of a printing office, but a few months, as traitors, and apostates,
Why should one single freeman shrink from , foe fo.st verse, and he would repeat the
read proof, make selections, scribble a par because they happen to differ with other his duty in the overthrow of tyrants and des-1 whole chapter. He can repeat correctly eveagraph when necessary, rock the cradle, friends of the administration on a particular pots, because two men at Washington fought I ry Word he had ever read in books or newsdig potatoes, cut wood and go with the gals measure, and have the independence to ex a duel ? W hy should we pause in the great I papers.—Maine Farmer.
work of reform in aiding a ruined country
____________________
to singing school and neighborhood quilt press their opinion.—Philadelphia Sen.
ings.

Judgments.—u Husband, do you be
lieve in the special judgments of Providence
upon individuals, in this life ?”—u Yes, my
dear.” “ Do you indeed ? did one of them
judgments ever happen to you?” « Yes,
my love.”
“ And what was it, husband ?”
“ When I married you, my dear ?”

A Veteran.—“ Negro Dick,” a slave, be
longing to the estate of the late Doctor Alex
ander Straith, of this county, closed, a few
days since, an earthly career of 108 years du
ration—having commenced his pilgrimage
in 1730, two years before the birth of Wash
ington.—Balt. Patriot.

“ Better Currency."—The amount of spe
cie returned by the Middlesex Bank, one of
the deposite Banks, of which Mr. Parmenter,
Heavy Talk.—“ Look here, Sam Jousing the Van Buren member of Congress from
is you gwoin to the theatre to-night ?”
Middlesex district, was President until he w’as
“ No—is you ?”
elected to Congress, is one dollar and ninety
“ Dat 1 is. Don’t you see de great ’trac- seven cents !
tion dere on de bill ?”
The House of Representatives ofNewYork
“ Yes, 1 doos. Say, nig’ what’s de narne have finally concurred with the Senate to sus
ob dat big piece down dere at de bottom ?”
pend the small bill law for two years, and the
“ Well, 1 can’t zackly specemfy de name bill has been signed by the Governor.
ob dat piece, but dey say it’s one dat possess
es de biggest kind of interestariety.”
A woman in Worcester, 41 years of age,
“ Dat’s enuf—dat last ’spression of yours
was so shockingly burned on Saturday eve
conwinces me—I’m gwoin.”
ning last, by her clothes taking fire, when
she was retiring to bed in a state of intoxica
An editor in the South, it is said, is so tion, that she died on the following day.
handsome that he is compelled to carry a
Boston Pat.
cane to keep the ladies from kissing him !
What an unlucky dog he must be 1
Governor Ritner, of Pennsylvania, has been
nominated by the whigs for re-election. He
Speechifying.—u I can’t speak in pub was chosen at the last election, by a division
lic—never done such a thing in all my life,” in the administration party. There are few
said a chap the other night at a public men in the country whose success we should
meeting, who had been called upon to hold more ardently desire. He is sagacious, stern
forth, “ but if any body in the crowd will and incorruptible, possessing the rare attri
bute of moral courage, without anything of
speak for me, Pll hold his hat /”
rashness. He came into office the warm ad
vocate of the common school system, then in
He who attacks an absent friend, or does its infancy, and languishing under a deadly
not defend him when defamed by another— opposition. That system now enjoys a popu
that man is a dark character.
larity almost unbounded.—Newburyport Her.

and a bankrupt people, because ‘‘ he killed
Cassio, or Cassio killed him .
When benton and Jackson met in the open street and
pistoled each other, did the Locofocos bag a
single vote less on that account for their
candidate? We have only to caution our
friends not to be caught in this trap set for
them by their enemies.

^uiciWe.-A
young woman
woman named
named Julia
Julia
Suicide.—A young
Ann C. Coles, about 18 years old, said to be|ong t0 porljand, residing in Brattle street,
| committed suicide on Monday night, by tak| ¡ng about one ounce of the oil of tansy. She
is believed to have been of insane mind, al
though it has been reported that disappointed
love impelled her to the act.—Boston Patriot.

Dejalcation.
.
. —
. We
. said ,that , a „ Sub-Treasun
The villain who robbed the Eastern Stage
rer in Ohio had decamped with 8 or $10,000 of $6,500, at Lynn, a short time since, has
stolen money. We have since learned that, been arrested at Roxbury. Besides the nickhe was only a defaulter, and the sum appro- name of“ Brummy,” he is known under the
priated to his own use, out of government names of George Thompson, James Simpson
funds, was 60 or $80,000 instead of 8 or 10,- and John Johnson. He
He is
is an
an Englishman.
Englishman,
000, as stated last week.—The lllinoian.
and fought like a rigger. Mr. Aaron Morse,
[Only 60 or $80,000 !
Is not this a suffi one of the men who arrested him, was se
cient reward fora government partisan ? And verely injured by a blow on the head with a
can there now be a doubt, after the frauds shotted colt.—Eastern Argus.
committed on the government by the Com
monwealth and other pet Banks, that the ob
More Roguery.—We learn from Mr. Briggs
ject of the “ destructives” in declaring the that Marcellus Bowes, one of the Directors
funds of Government unsafe in the U. States of the Lafayette Bank, was arraigned this
Bank, was that they might get the control of morning before the Municipal Court upon
those funds fortheir own private and corrupt another indictment returned by the Grand
political uses?]—Portland Adv.
Jury for embezzling money ($19 000) from a
trunk belonging to the Lafayeite Bank,
OjT^Some of the Locofoco papers affect which was placed in the vault of the Frank
to be dreadfully shocked at the idea of Mr. lin Bank for security, and to which he had
Benton’s having any thing to do with the re access by a key.
He was ordered to find
L I
cent murder. We admire their sweet sensi bail in $12,000, for want of which he was
bility. Pray was’nt it this same Mr. Benton committed.—Boston Merc. Jour.
who had a brawl with Gen. Jackson,—the
same Benton who lodged a bullet in Jackson’s
The Directors of the Fulton Bank, Boston,
arm,—and the same Benton whom Jackson have applied to the Massachusetts Legislature
fired at two or more times—thus setting an for permiss ion to surrender their charter.
example for the course of Duncan, Bynum,
Webb and Wise. That Jackson did not kill
The Bills of the Washington County and
Benton, or Benton Jackson, was not the fault Stillwater Canal Banks, in the State ol Maine,
of either—they both did all they could to ef are not received at the Suffolk Bank.
fect their bloody purpose.—Portland Adv.
Boston Daily Adv.

1 truth, virtue, and stera integrity stand aghast !
Toland,
A.
F1.1,
J (JidlHJf Underwood,
V IJUtsl WVIJllj
x>» S. White,
•
» J. White,»
I Now what are the facts in relation to the cours»
TITLES OF RESOLVES
COMMUNICATIONS
UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE. '; E. Whittlesey, L. Williams, Sherrod Wil| pursued by many of our public men? Why#
Passed by the Eighteenth Legislature of the
liams, C. H. Williams, Wise, Yorke—106.
wfien |[le periO(] arrives defined by the Constitu'
[We
give
place,
below,
to
Mr.
Bradbury
’
s
State of Maine, and approved by the Gov
TWENTY-FIFTH CONGRESS...... SECOND SESSION.
Nays__Messrs. Anderson, Andrews, Ather
comrnunication,whichwasnecessarilydefer- tion, they depart for Washington, the seat of
ernor,
A.
D.
1838.
ton, Beatty, Beirne, Bicknell, Birdsall, Boon,
RESOLVE authorizing the State Treasurer red last week. We are disposed to redeem Government, for the ostensible purpose of at
SENATE.
Brodhead, Bronson, Bruyn, Bynum, Cambre
tending to the national concerns. But instead of
to
pay the town of Boothbay that portion of
allhottgh we consider that the attending to the interests of the people, and de
MONDAY, MARCH 26.
leng, John Campbell, Casey, Cleveland,
the surplus revenue to which thev are entiSeveral petitions were presented. Among Clowney, Coles. Connor, Craig, Crary, Cush tied ; authorizing a loan in behalf of the State ; course of the writer has been such as to ab- vising the beet means for the promotion of th«
them was one hy Mr. Southard, from the man, Dawson, DeGraff, Drotngoole, Duncan, in favor of Joseph T. Card ; of Henry L. solve us from it, in the estimation of every happiness and welfare of the nation, their time
and talents, which for the time being are not their
Cherokee delegaiion of Indians in Washing Fillmore, Farrington, Fairfield, Foster, Gal Noyes ; of William M. Jordan ; of John Nep-' canfjjd man. We never intentionally mis
own, are appropriated to selfish designs and par
ton, and also one from 15,665 persons of the lup, Glascock, Grantlaiid, Grant, Griffin, tune and Peol Tomah, of the Penobscot tribe
ty interests Every movement of the friends of
.
Cherokee nation against the enforcement of Haley, Hammond, Hamer, Harrison, Haw of Indians ; of Freedom Academy ; repealing represent any man 01 party m our columns, the “ powers that be,” appears to be with a de
the late alleged treaty with that nation.
A kins, Haynes, Holsey, Howard, Hubley, R. a provision in a resolve in favor of Israel Da- and if we happen to do so, we are always sign to intrench, augment, and perpetuate that
dehate arose on the question of referring M. T. Hunter, Ingliam, T. B. Jackson, J. vis and Jacob M. Russell ; in favor of John perfectly willing to open our columns for the power in their own hands.
The motives by
these papers to the Committee on Indian Af Johnson, N. Jones, Keim, Kemble, Legare, Stevens ; of Alice Nelson ; additional for the correction of t|)e error,
which they are actuated do not appear to be cal
In deciding upon culated for the promotion of the general good,
Leauottiwr, Lewis, Logan, J. M. Mason,
fairs, hy Mr. Lumpkin, Mr. Clay of Alabama, Leadbetter,
aid of the indigent blind *, in favor of Axel i
Martin,
Mr. Southard, and several others.
The sub-....
..... - McKay, Robert McClellan, A. Mc Spaulding ; relative to the annual distribution suu 1 que& ions, lowever, we take our own but their own emolument, party interests, and
Miller, Montgomery, of the School Fund ; in favor qf John Ben- i tune and consult our own sense of right and self-aggrandizement. While on the other hand,
ject was finally laid on the table by a vote; Clellan, McClure,
of37toll.
I Moore, Morgan, S. W. Morris, Murray, Pal nett ; of Hernan Nye ; of Levi Chadbourne ; duty, without permitting political friends or too many of the opponents of those in power
act in reference to some future election ; and
The Sub-Treasury bill was then taken up mer, Parker, Paynter, Penny backer, Phelps,
of Harvey E. Robinson i of those towns opponents to influence or hasten our move- hence leave no means unessayed in order to in
and read a third time.
Mr. McKean renew Pickens. Plumer, Potter, Pratt, Prentiss, which have not received their proportion of lllents-_.So ,„uch we fee| raUed upon crease and consolidate the party to which they
ed the motion to postpone the bill to the first Rhett, Richardson, Rives, Robertson, Sheffer,
belong While this game is playing at the seat
the surplus revenue money ; of George Saw- 1
.
.
..
,
.
Monday of December next.—This motion Sheplor, Snyder, Spencer, Taylor, Thomas, telle ; of James Pomroy ; respecting the frank- 1« say >n reference to this topic, after the pub- of Government, the public property is wasted—
Vail,
was negatived—yeas 23, nays 29. The bill Titus,
i hub, Toucey, Turney,
auiucj,
»!>■>, Vandeveer,
.......
the wishes of the people unheeded—their busi
ing privilege ; authorizing a temporary loan ¡¡cation of Mr. B’s letter to the Democrat,
was then passed by the same vote as was Wagener, Webster, T. T. Whittlesey, J. W.
ness neg lected—and their feelings tantalized—in behalf of the Slate ; in favor of Charles I The
~
........
author
of
“
Alfred",
is
a
gentleman
given on its passage to a third reading, viz : Williams, Worthington, Yell—98.
and justice and judgment are crucified between
Gowen ; of Huldah Cook ; of William Patten 1
; 1 who would not knowingly make a misstate- two thieves. If these are not facts, why so much
— Yeas 27, Nays 25, and was sent to the
of
Elisha
Bodwell
;
of
Deacon
Sockbasin
;
of
|
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28.
House for concurrence.
facts, and we have no doubt that delay in the public business ? Why, when Leg
Robert Waugh ; of Charles Fogg •;■ of Ariel
( I; nient
i
i_ ...■ii .1____ i :_____ i.
r._____
.i... :.................................... „C islatures of the people are
assembled, do they
Several memorials were presented on the Wall
;
of
Calvin
S.
Wheeler
;
of
Hiram
Ly,
he
will
clear
himself from the imputation
of j not promptly attend to the urgent business beHHII ,
VOIHU M. V»
i...............................
r----------TUESDAY, MARCH 27.
subject of the late duel, and referred to the ford, for the purpose of furnishing the town of ja design to mislead the public in reference to ! fore them ? why suffer grievances to go »»re
The bill for the continuation of the Cum Select Commitee on that subject.
dressed ? Why suffer the claims of as worthy a
St. Albans with the second volume of Fair-i
A number of bills were reported by Com field’s Reports ; for the purchase of six small the question in debate,—if no more.]
class af citizens as the country has ever pro
berland road was taken up and discussed at
A
lfred, March 27, 1838.
mittees.
duced, to remain unadjusted, until the evidences
some length. After an executive session the
maps of Maine : in favor of the town of Hol
of their demands are lost in oblivion, and they
Senate adjourned.
lis and Corinna ; of William Thornes; of Eb- To the editor of the Kennebunk Gazette :
THURSDAY, MARCH 29
Mr. Remich—In your paper of the 24th inst. theniselves, through the infirmities of age, de
enezer S. Greeley ; of Bradbury Blackman
scend one by one to the grave ? Why suffer an
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28.
Several petitions relating to the late duel and John D. Wilson : authorizing a loan in there is a c'ornmunication over the signature enormous mass of unfinished business to accumu
behalf of the State ; in favor of Gilman Turn “ Alfred,” irrwhich “ those who presided” at the late around them ? In fine, why spend untold
Mr. Davis offered a resolution calling on were presented.
The Speaker laid before the House a let er and Wm. M. Saunders ; of Seth W. Stew late town meeting in this town, are charged with sums of the people’s money without doing the
the Secretary of War for information relahaving pursued an “.unfair, unjust and dishon
live to the fortifications, and whether if a ter from the Secretary of the Treasury, in art ; of the town of Liberty ; of Albert Wyer ; orable course.”
These are serious charges, people’s business .’ There is, most assuredly,
answer
to
certain
inquiries
of
the
House,
of
Peter
Lombard
;
of
Andrew
Cole
;
of
John
system of sjeam batteries should beadopted,
made in very harsh language and in a spirit of a wrong somewhere. If not, why this recent
Why,
Baker, Waller Powers, Nathaniel Bartlett, great acrimony. They appear to be intended as check to the prosperity of the country ?
many of the proposed fortifications might not stating the following facts.
Augustin Webster, Isaac Yearington and a personal attack upon the character of the mod without any perceptible or extraordinary cause,
be dispensed with.—He also offered a resolu Amoijnt of notes issued on the
$7,116,638 75 John Harford, jr. ; relative to the State Pris erator of that meeting. Under such circumstan are important enterprises abandoned, and al
24th inst. was
tion for an inquiry of the Secretary of the
Navy relative to the expediency of adopting Amount received in payment
on ; authorizing the agent of the Passama- ces. it is presumed, you will not deny him an op most every branch of business paralyzed ? And
3,241,000 00 quoddy tribe of Indians to lease a lot of land ; portunity of vindicating himself through the same who can tell, too, why all this burst upon us,
of public dues to 24th inst.
the use of armed steamers.
when the whole country was apparently in a
Amount of moneys received
providing for the completion of the exterior of public Journal in which he has been assailed. high degree of prosperity, as sudden and as un
THURSDAY, MARCH 29.
on account of customs dur
the Insane Hospital, and to cancel present li Recrimination of the whigs relative to their con looked for as a clap of thunder in a clear sky ?
ing last quarter of 1837, was 2,115,958 78 abilities; authorizing the Treasurer to retain duct at that town meeting is not his object, at Who has done this mischief? One tells us,
The bill to prevent duelling was taken up,
this lime. His intention is, only to stale, fairly
moneys due to certain towns for specific pur and clearly, the facts, as they appeared at the with a bold front, that speculation and overtra
On
account of public lands,
and discussed at considerable length. The
901,857
99
poses
;
in
favor
of
Thomas
Taylor
;
providing
same
lime
chief discussion was upon the point whether
time, oh which your correspondent founds his ding produced the sad pressure in the times;—
for the sale of gun houses in Hallowell and charges, and leave the public to decide who has another imputes all our troubles to the interfer
it is constitutional to punish under the law, Amount of moneys on account
of customs, first quarter of
Brunswick, and the gun house site in Hal pursued an unfair, unjust and dishonorable ence of the government with the currency of
an offence commencing in the District by the
2,560,000 00 lowell ; in favor of Exeter High School ; for course.
the present year, about
The first specification of charge is, the country ;—while the third declares that the
giving or accepting of a challenge, and con
the payment of bounty on wheat ; in favor of “ Persons who had received supplies as paupers, mischief originated in a combination of causes.
summated in Virginia, or any other State. On account of public lands,
384,860 00 Charles Jones, Ariel Kelley, William Chap within a few weeks, were allowed to vote, al But we shall entertain the belief, until we are
same time
Before any question was taken, the Senate
better informed, that the reckless course pursu
Whole
amount
of
moneys
in
man, Thos. Morrill, jr., Daniel Smith and though the facts were proved or admitted.” In ed by some of the leading men of our country
adjourned.
the Treasury available is,
Mark Stevenson ; for the publication and dis two cases only, was there any question made as has brought upon us this train of evils. The
of their having
2,299,544 03 tribution of the returns of common schools to the right of voters on account
nominally
FRIDAY, MARCH 30.
been supplied by the town. The facts of the first prospects before ns as a nation appear cheerless
But deducting $592,212, which
for the year 1837 ; in favor of the family of case
case ate
u.tctty these. The
* ... man
man claiming
are briefly
claiming to
to vole
vole and forbidding. The many unsettled and exciThe bill to prohibit the giving or accept
belongs to certain trust
Bartholomew B. Bois ; in relation to lands had
which
of
Lyman bad par- ting questions, which bid fair to be entailed upon
i . ..a family,
...........the town
~\
ing a challenge within the District of Colum
.r ’’4
. .
» <-• i “i
•
i
tics
«¿Trtrrl
___ Tnn
1 PVinn
funds, and 400,000, which is
reserved to the several towns in this State ; tially
supplied, the man himself had received no us, afford no pleasing prospect—The Texian
bia to fight a duel was taken up and debat
deposited in the Mint, and
in favor of Samuel Hersey, Merrill Clough, support from the town of Alfred. But the moder question — the anti-slavery affair—the Canada
ed. Before any decision upon it was bad,
1,307,332 03 i Barker Kent and Elisha Hewett ; of Livings- ator rejected his vote and he was not admitted to business—the North East Boundary
the balance available isv
. concern—
the Senate went into executive session, and
The House then went into Committee of ji ton Academy ; of certain commissioned offi- vote for town officers. The other ease was, where and the claim on the government for French
afterwards adjourned to Monday.
the Whole on the Military Appropriation Bill, i cers, and others, of the revolutionary war, the person who had contracted with the town !1 spoliations, which has been hanging by th'e eyefur nearly 40 years, with many other subw’hich was passed through the Committee, and the widows of such persons ; of Solomon for the support of the poor, without any request :
1 jects,
numerous tn
to nArtimlanze.
particularize, will be snffisuffi
^s too »nmAmn«
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
and subsequently ordered to be engrossed for Clark ; for furnishing additional copies of from the man w>o claimed to vote and without his 1p
cient to engross the time of Congress for tha
a third reading, and then was read a third books to the town of Bath ; in relation to the application for aid, hauled to his house one load of next half century.— From recent occurrences,
SATURDAY, MARCH 17.
wood. This was the only reason offered to dis
At half past 12, the funeral service for Mr. time, passed, and sent to the Senate for con commercial intercourse between the United franchise the man and he was admitted to vote some madly suppose they are doing God and
currence.
States
and
the
British
Provinces
of
Nova
Sco

Carter was performed in the Hall of the
—and it is sincerely believed he had a right to their country service in imbuing their hands in
The Navy Appropriation blil was then tia and New Brunswick ; in favor of Cherry vote. These are all the cases where the objec the blood of their fellow men. Hence they can
House of Representatives, by the Rev. Mr.
Reese, Chaplain of the House, at which the taken up in committee, briefly discussed, and field Academy; making appropriations for tion of pauperism was made. The facts in rela deliberately at range their affairs, desert their
Mr. Cambreleng military purposes ; in relation to the subject tion to them are here fairly stated, as they ap posts, and the business confided to their trust
officersand members ol the two Houses, the reported to the House.
repair to the field, misnamed the field of honor.
President of the United States, Heads of De stated that the appropriation was much less of Duelling; in favor of Rufus Sewall and peared at the time—and what do they all amount i And shall we be told after this deliberate,
partments, Judges of the Supreme Court, than that made for the service the last year, others ; requesting our Senators and Repre to? One was rejected and one was received, I foul, and bloody murder is perpetrated, and by
and other officers of the Government, and and stated the nature of the reductions. On sentatives in Congress to investigate the man while it is questionable whether both ought not | those too who are chosen to make laws by which
to have been received. At any rate there was ■
citizens attended.
A procession was then the question of passing the bill to be engross ner and circumstances of the death of Jona but one admitted to vote whose right was ques- ' this republic is to be governed, that it was an
formed, and moved to the place of inter ed, Mr. Montgomery, after some remarks in than Cilley ; authorizing the distribution of tioned on that ground and that under circum- I affair of honor ? and that the bloody scene was
opposition to the Exploring Expedition, the second report on the Geology of Maine ;
conducted according to the standing rules of that
ment.
moved to recommit the bill to the Committee for the payment of accounts against the State ; stances which might well justify the receiving of., code, therefore, we ought forever to remain sihis
vote.
So
much
for
“
Persons'
’
who
had
been
of Ways and Means, with instructions to in favor of Greenleaf Kiff and others ; in re
MONDAY, MARCH 19.
.ppueu U»
gentlemen, the virtuous in this land
supplied
as paupers.
strike out the item for this object. Mr. Wise lation to Oxford Bank ; for building a bridge
The next specification is “One individual; will not remain silent ! but they will fearlessly
Many petitions were presented upon the supported this motion, and Mr. Reed and ____________ I__________
■
. .. j tell you that your code of honor is atrocious,
across Moose river ; in favor of Thomas Sawsubject of the late duel—some of them pray Mr. Mercer opposed it. Mr. Wise gave no-1 yer ; additional for the payment of bounty on whose residence was not in Alfred was admitted foul and bloody ! ! they will stamp your conduct
ing for the expulsion of all who had taken a lice that he intended to move that the Ex- wheat ; in favor of Mary Riggs ; additional to vote.” Now for the facts of this case. The with that ignominy which will remain as long as
whigs, and probably your correspondent, “ Al
part in it, and others praying for a rigid ex ploring squadron should be converted into a | fOr the payment of accounts against the State ; fred,” among them, brought for ward as a voter a there shall be any distinction between virtu»
amination—and all were expressed in strong coast squadron, for surveying our own coast, | additional providing for the printing and dis young man who lived and had lived in Boston and vice.
“ We hope,” say they, u that after this offi
terms of censure.
and protecting our commerce. Before any tribution
■
-  nearly a year and still lives there. He came to
of ...
blank returns of<• votes ; constitut
Alfred on business and perhaps to visit his moth cial explanation is given all excitement will be
question was taken the House adjourned.
ing
the
State
Treasurer
an
auditor
of
accounts
allayed,
and the subject rest in silence.” “Oh
TUESDAY, MARCH 20.
er and the family who live there. According to
against the State ; in favor of certain persons his own declarations, he had completed his busi my soul come not thou into their secret ; into
The civil and diplomatic appropriation bill
FRIDAY, MARCH 30.
hereinafter mentioned ; of the counties of ness and his visit, but was induced to stay for the their assembly mine honor be not thou united j
was again taken up in committee of the
Cursed ba
Mr. Cambrel eng, from the committee of Franklin and Piscataquis ; for the purchase purpose of voli»g here. He did vote and lhe next for in their anger they slew a man
whole, and discussed on its details, until the
Ways and Means, reported a bill for pre and distribution of Porter’s new and improv morning started for bis home in Boston. But this is not their anger, for it was fierce *, and their wrath for
hour of adjournment.
ed chart of the coast of Maine ; authorizing a the individual to whom 14 Alfred” alludes. This is an- it was cruel : I willderide them in Jacob, and
venting and suppressing Indian hostilities.
—
temporary loan in behalf of the State ; addi otheryomig man. whose parents live in A Ifred. who owns scatter them in Israel.” flow long will the peo
The
bill
for
the
relief
of
the
heirs
of
Rob

a farm there, but who for a short time past, lias been
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21.
soldiers of employed in Sanford, about five miles from his father’s ple suffer such a state of things to remain ? Will
“
11 i
liilOli was
vVclS lilCIJ
tijOllU-U | tional in favor of any
J officers and
,
ert
Fulton
then IflKClJ
taken up,
up, “
on11 Hit?
the motion
they tamely permit their interests, their rights,
Several resolutions were adopted, among to reconsider the vote hy which it was pass- the revolutionary war and the widows of the house, to which he reiui ns weekly and which he de and their dear-bought liberties to be wrested
which were one calling for the correspond ed. After a long debate it was decided in I deceased officersand soldiers ; in favor of the clared he considered his home. He also was admitted from them by ruthless hands, and in the end
It was then inhabitants of the town of Perry ; authorizing to vote and is the individual about whom " Alfred” is trampled in the dust? Impossible! We trust
ence with the government of Mexico ; one the negative, yeas 81, nays 87.
in such a rage. Was there any thing unfair towards
passed and
and sent
sent to
to the
the Senate
Senate for
for concurconcur- the Treasurer to receive proposals for a loan the whigs in admitting these two young men to vote ? the time is not distant, when reason, justice, and
for an inquiry respecting the capture of cer passed
in behalf of the State ; in relation to the North Their man living in Boston was admitted and a demo truth, shall nevisit the breas’s of those appointed
tain Seminole Indians hy Gen. Jesup, under rence, and the House adjourned.
Eastern Boundary ; laying a tax on the sever crat, who upon every principle had a better right, was to rule over us—and when justice will be render
a Sag of truce ; and one calling for informa
al counties in this State ; in favor of the town also admitted.
ed to all classes of men, without distinction,
tion from the Executive respecting the burn
SATCRDA Y, MARCH 31.
The last specification is, “ and another was excluded promptly and without delay.
of Otisfield ; of Charles Gellison ; authorizing
ing of the steamboat Caroline.
The chief business of the day was the con
from voting whose residence had been established ihere
the Land Agent to procure certain plans from tor years ” In relation to this individual it would be
sideration of private bills, of which several
the Land Office in Massachusetts; in favor of sufficient barely to state the fact, that he was not exclu
THURSDAY, MARCH 22.
(C/^Tbere are fifteen political newspapers
were passed.
Joseph E. Shorey ; of Nathaniel Hanscom; ded by the moderator from voting, but he was actually published in this state—8 of which are whig
The general appropriation bill was further
of Joseph Wardweil ; of Luther Severance ; admitted to i'ote and did vote, the assertion of '• Alfred” and 7 lory. Every town in which a paper is
discussed in committee of the whole, without
Mexico.—The sloop Opera, Davis, arrived of education ; of the town of Belmont ; of Ja- to the contrary notwithstanding. But there are strong
issued has given Gen. Wilson a handsome
_______
bringing the debate to a close.
last evening
from- Matamoras,. whence she cob Doughty; relating to fortifications on doubts whether he was legally entitled to vole, and in
—..... o -the choice of a moderator, the town clerk thought he ; majority,
; although in two
___________
of them (Haverhill
...... i
sailed
on
the
13th
ult.,
but
brings
no
po-1
O
ur
frontier
;
in
favor
of
George
Robinson;
had not the right and dtd not admit him. for the follow- I a|)d j^wport)
toiy papers are aloneissued,
FRIDAY, MARCH 23.
Htical news of importance.—The Mexicans, i ¡n favoi- of Justus Kennedy ; on the Pay Roll ing
in company with rP. „
mg reasons.
In November last,
ast, he m
'
.
. on >>
.his uiouiui,
.
. «a tan
1
-id
same
towns
are entitled
to 30
RepresenA Targe number of reports of committees as usual, continue their threats of invading ' of
brother, purviKiattu
purchased
tan jaiu
yard...
and other property
in i 1 he
anvi
,
•
i
t
• i
i rm
House of Representatives ; on the Pay in»
since a, part of the tatives^ in
Legislature, and 29 of the 30
r. Gloucester,
_____ ■.he had been
....... there
:..... ______
were presented.
Texas; and have transported some cannon Ro|f of the Senate; in favor of Ingraham New
lime with lhe intention of sealing there permanently, ’ elected
are WlligS..
'
Last year these same
across the Rio Grande, with the avowed in-1 f>unCan ; authorizing continuation of Geolo- he had sold all his property in Alfred, his brother's fam
towns returned but six Whigs.
In addition
SATURDAY, MARCH 24.
tention of carry ing their threats into execu gical Survey of State.
ily with whom he was connected had actually moved
there and he had frequently declared that he had mov- j to the 29 Whigs to the House, the same
The general appropriation bill was resumed tion.— .V. O. Bulletin.
ed to New Gloucester. If the question had been asked ; towns send to the Senate from among their
and debated to the hour of adjournment.
In the House of Representatives, yester the very next day after the town meeting where this in citizens, 3 Whigs and but 1 V. B. man.
Orders have been received from Western
Dover Enq.
day, the bill which passed the Senate the day dividual was. there can be no doubt the reply would
MONDAY, MARCH 26.
merchants by several shoe manufacturers in
been —he has gone home to New Gloucester.
before, to regulate the safe-keeping and dis have
Thus I have made a plain and simple statement of
The General Appropriation bill was taken Lynn and Danvers, for shoes to be delivered, bursement of the public moneys, came up
Col. Lane has been removed from the col
facts, on which your correspondent “ Alfred”
up, and after considerable discussion, the , in ease Mr. Van Buren’s Sub-Treasury bill for consideration ; and, on the motion of Mr.1. the
founds his charges of •• unfair, unjust and dishonorable lectorship
__ of_ ______
______ ____
__
Belfast district,
and_______
N. M. _Lowprevious question was moved and seconded should be defeated :—in a contrary event the Patton, was, after some debate, ordered to, conduct.” The hasty and passionate expressions of , ney app^ntefL Col. Lane is a conservative
.
Col.
Lane
is
a
conservative
by a vole of 72 to 57, and the question was orders to be considered countermanded.
partv men, while irritated by a defeat when r
_ i » *1
• .
.
lie on the table, by a vote of yeas 106, nays' warm
they had expected a victory, are easily overlooked, but ! a,,(‘ «PP<>Sed to the suh-treasury, OF treasury
Boston Atlas.
taken on engrossing the bill, and carried.
98.
such charges as those in question, when made under bank system.
Here
the
Van
Buren
conservSubsequently, after some further debate on
This is an indication of strong dislike to such circumstances, require some notice from the per atives may see what they have to depend up
the question of the final passage of the bill,
The Whigs have carried Chicago for the the bill on the part of the House, but is not a son against whom they are unjustly preferred.
on. They are required to denounce the de
Respectfully yours. <fcc.
the previous question was moved and sec first time. Last year the Loco Foco majori conclusive vote, as the bill may at any time
posite banks.
A year ago they were requir
JERK. BRADBURY.
onded by a vote of 69 to 57.
The bill was ty was 237. This year the Whig majority hereafter be taken up and acted upon.
ed to support them.—Augusta Journal.
then passed, and sent to the Senate for con was 59—a cheering indication of what Illi
Having procured a copy of the bill, in the
For the Gazette.
currence, and the House adjourned.
nois is going to do at the next election.
form in which it has passed the Senate, we
One of the orators at a late loco foco meet
The canvass for city officers which took shall take occasion, in our next, to speak
ing at Augusta, Me. held for the purpose of
INFORMATION WANTED.
place on Tuesday, the 6th ultimo, resulted more directly of its actual provisions and
TUESDAY, MARCH 27.
What is the condition of our National con turning the death of Mr. Cilley to political
in the choice of Buckner S. Morris, Esq. as
The Sub-Treasury bill from the Senate, Mayor, and the election of three Whigs to bearing than we have heretofore been able to cerns ? The confused and chaotic state of our account, was Judge Preble, who declared
do.—Nat. hit.
national affairs renders it almost impossible for an u that the effect of Mr. Cilley’s death would
was taken up, and Mr. Cambreleng moved the Common Council.
Last year not a sin
individual, possessing no more than the ordina be prodigious, and that the party would de
that it be referred to the Committee of Ways gle Whig was elected.
Steamboat from England.—The steam ship ry means of intelligence, to ascertain in what rive far more advantage from his death, than
and Means. After a short debate, on motion
Lati tude or Longitude the Ship of State is now
of Mr. Patton, the bill was laid on the table
The Four Brothers, Jones.—The Louisville Sirius, of 700 tons and 320 horse power, sailing. The press of cares which engross the he had ever been able to gam for it in his life.'*
Lieut. Richard Roberts, R. N. Commander,
The wooden nutmeg spirit of this outrageousby a vote of 106 to 98—viz :
Journal states, that these men, the murder
is advertised to leave London on the 28th time of the laboring classes of the community, sentiment must excite general disgust.
It is
Yeas—Messrs. Adams, Alexander, H. Al ers of their uncle, Col. Ward, are about en inst. and Cork on the 2d of April, for New and the incessant attention which they are un
worthy a resurrectionist who speculates oik
len, J. W. Allen, Aycrigg, Bell, Biddle, Bond, gaging Henry Clay and Daniel Webster, York. She is expected to make the passage der the necessity of bestowing on their daily
dead men’s bones.—Boston Atlas*
W. B. Calhoun, Calhoun, Wm. B. Campbell, to defend their cause, at a fee of five thous in fifteen days. She is six months old, and avocations in life, leave them but little time, ei
ther to investigate the course pursued by our
W. B. Carter, Chambers, Cheatham, Childs, and dollars each.
has proved herself a superior and swift ves public men, or to learn the history of our Na
It is proposed by some that Messrs. Wise»
Clark, Corwin, Cranston, Crockett, Curtis,
The sub-treasury system will soon go to sel. She is chartered by the British and tional affairs.
Graves, and others concerned in the late duel
Cushing, Darlington, Deberry, Dennis, Dunn,
American
Steam
Navigation
Company
of
From
the
best
information
we
can
obtain,
An ex
Evans, Everett, Ewing, R. Fletcher, Fill the devil.—Newbern Sentinel.
however, we are
arc led
leu to
io conciaue,
conclude, that
tuai manv oi
of ; should be expelled , from Congress.
...V
London, to anticipate the completion of the iwwcver,
who have been invested. 'with .power,/ and* | f ^anpe ODserves, there will be one difficulty
more, J. Garland, R. Garland, Goode, J. Gra
And Mr. Van Buren will tread in its foot steam ship Royal Victoria, which is now 1those
.......................................
•
■
■ • ■
~
| in this case.
If these men be expelled for
ham, Wm. Graham, Graves, Gray, Grennell, steps.—Louisville Journal.
building. The fare for cabin passengers is placed at the helm of our national concerns, as
Hall, Halsted, Harlan, Harper, Hastings,
well as too many of our representatives, the being concerned in a duel, then all other»
$140, and for the second cabin $80.
Hawes, Henry, Herod, Hoffman, Hopkins, H.
chosen guardians of the people’s rights, have ’who have been concerned should' be expellee!
Boston Daily Adv.
A Chance.—The town of Hull, Mass, of
departed from the course they should have pur also ; and if all are expelled, there may not be
Johnson. W. C. Johnson. Kilgore, Lawler,
fers the best chance for any body who wants
sued, and have proved recreant to their good a quorum to do business in either branch.
Lincoln, Lyon, Mallory, Marvin, S. Mason,
an officer of any place in the country. There
The election in Virginia takes place the .professions and the high trust reposed in them.
Maury, May, Maxwell, McKennan, Menefee,
are only nine voters in the town, and sixteen last Thursday in this month. The Legisla- j Soine who are chained to the ear of a party may
Mercer, Milligan, Mitchell, M. Morris, C. Mor
The Hon. Wm. M. Richardson, Chief Jus
town officers. About two offices for each ture, then to be chosen, will have to elect a ! suPPose these observations to be a wild chimera,
ris, Naylor, Noyes, Ogle, Patterson, Patton,
U. S. Senator. Mr. Rives’s term expires in ! «nginating in . disordered brain or momentary tice of the Supreme Judicial Court of NewPeck, Phillips, Pope, Rariden, Randolph, man.
March, 1839.
The contest will in some P1"0"2}’, But we believe, if the curiam could Hampshire, died at Chester in that State on
Reed, Ridgway, Russell, Sawyer, Sergeant,
the 23d ult. aged 64 years.
’
.
.
| be raised and the inner court unfolded to view,
(Cj^Mr.
Van
Buren's
administration
has
measure,
turn
on
that question. The sub-1 W0 ghould behold a scene of managenientj seIf:
A. H. Sheppard, C. Shepard, Shields, Sibley,
lasted-one
year.
Fellow
citizens,
how
do
treasury men are showing Mr. Rives their , interest, and unholy intrigue, of which we had
Slade, Smith, Southgate, Stanly, Stuart, Stone,
The steamer Bangor was to resume her
Stratton* Taliiaferro, Thompson* Tillinghast* you like its fruits.—Northern Courier.
teeth.—Portland Adv.
no conception before, and which would make trips between Portland and Boston, 30tb ulu
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Jacob Perkins,
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man could do to secure his
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doubt intended to remove there, but he||had
not actually removed, as he publicly stated in
SHIP NEWS.
PROBATE NOTICES.
ALFRED TOWN MEETING.
town meeting, and as was generally known.
The
inc moderator
moderator of
ot the
me late
itue town
low« meeting
meeting in
tn Alfred
Allred
i. :
__ _ c,_ .1
r t
KENNEBUNK,
APRIL
7,
1S3S.
-------------- -------future
- ---- - _ were,
VV U1 c, we ,
SATURDAY, APRIL 7, 1838.
has ;published
Democrat
” a :letter
he , ” “at *1,& intentions
for • the
i-1 ■■ • ■ in
■ the
1 . “ r*
_______ "..
____ wherein
___ ,
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,
So long as !
undertakes to controvert the statements made by your suppose was wholly immaterial.
within and for the County of York, on the
MEMORANDA.
TOWN MEETING.
correspondent
Alfred” in your paper of24th ult. and he continued in Alfred he could not lawful- ■
Ar. at Brunswick, Ga. previous to 15th, sch.
first Monday in April, in the year of our
tn
vindicate
the
course
of
the
”
presiding
officers
”
at
ly be deprived of his right to vote.
Where Nile, Bell, St. Augustine,^nd sailecT for jefferThe annual meeting for the choice of town said meeting.
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by
officers was held in this town on Tuesday
Whatever palliation there might be for the course he was going the next day, or the next week,s sonton.
the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
1° port, at New Orleans, 2d, bark Horace,
pursued on the occasion referred to, by the presiding was certainly an impertinent inquiry for the |
Court:
last. The election was contested on party officers,
arising from the excitement of the moment or i moderator to make.
How there could be j
i°r L‘V®JPOOJ; tae
7«ekARRIET WARD, guardian of Octavus
grounds and the vote was a very full one. the impulses of“ warm parly” feelings, there certainly '1 strong doubts as to the right of this person to
Sid from New York, 2d, brig Ponce, Davis
Ward, and als. minors and children
be no excuse, after weeks have elapsed, for mis-|
Ponce.
The Van Buren leaders issued a scurrilous can
vote,
who
only
intended
to
remove
;
and
representing the circumstances alluded to by“ Alfred,” I
of John Ward, late of Kennebunk-port, deCid. at Boston, 3d, brig Caroline, Perkins
u.a
lclia
,
.du
ls
...
.
............
&
......
6
;
non
^
in
the
other
case,
where
the
person
had
handbill on the Sunday preceding the election, by suppressing material facts in some cases, and giving .
i ceased, having presented her first account of
New Orleans.
a false
false coloring
coloring to
to others.
others. There
There are
are great
great pretensions
pretensions || months before actually removed to and then
a
guardianship of said minors for allowance :
abusing, nick-naming and villifying the whigs, to fairness in the letter alluded to, yet, the statements ! resided in Sanford, we leave for others to;
ORDERED—That the said guardian give
*
’
.
!
NEW
GOODS."
and made every exertion in their power, both are incorrect in many particulars, and calculated lo indue. And
whether such a course of pro
produce wrong impressions.
J
notice iu
to ail
all persons interested, by causing a
TTom
i
,
z, uvuvo
before and on the day of the election, to se
\sfair, just and honorable we are wi'
..c ll,is onler
to be pubijghefj
three
it was alleged in the communication of “ Alfred,” cedure
*
!CO|,y of
l"
...........
...
‘"■™
G MbH, WL<b 1 INDIA &. AM ER-. weeks sltccegsive|y ¡n
Kennebunk Gacure a prompt and genera! attendance of that “ persons who had received supplies as paupers 1ling to submit to the determination of all
IUAlN (jrOODto.
I! —zette,
-•
•
• that
»
were allowed to vote,” by the presiding officers at said icandid and impartial men.
ALFRED.
printed at T-r
Kennebunk,
they may
their political adherents at the polls. The meeting. INow what are the facts 1 One person, resi
—ALSO—
1 appear at a Probate Court to be held at Ken
result is given below. In September last, the ding in Alfred, whose wife and children had their legal
Crockery, Glass a®d Hard nebunk, in said county, on the first Monday
Ijineoln Street !
settlement in Lyman, and who for years had received
vote for Governor in this town was—for Kent supplies as paupers from that town, appeared to vote and
Ware.
of August next, at ten of the clock in the foreA WHIG GAIN OF OVER 1000 ! !
All of which will be disposed of on reas- ' noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
213—Parks 197—whig majority 16. Com did vote for moderator—although he confessed he was
receiving supplies from Lyman for his wife and children
The election in Lincoln Congressional , enable terms.
the same should not be allowed.
1. FURBISH.
paring the highest whig with the highest V. — they residing with him and under his immediate
Attest,—John Skeele, Register.
Kennebunk, April 7, 1838.
care and protection. The procedure was so palpably District, to fill the vacancy occasioned by the
B. vote on Tuesday, it will be seen that the wrong that the moderator did not afterwards allow him i
A true copy—Attest,
decease of Mr. Cilley, (V. B.) took place on
John Skeele, Register.
whig majority is 64, and the whig net gain ty vote — and yet the moderator in his “ vindication” Monday last.
O^Auctiou.^
Capt. Robinson (whig) is
says, it is “ questionable” w.hether he ought not to have
April 7.
since September 48 ; it will be seen, also, that been admitted.
probably elected by a small maiority, over ^7111 ■
,,
„
Another case was where a man bad resided in Al m n
nt
1
f i- , m,
AV HuL be sold at Public Vendue, at the At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,
the whig strength has increased 9 votes since
I he j VV
store of Bryant & Warren, on
fred with his family a little more than three months— McCrate(V. B.) and Farley (whig.)
within and for the County of York, on the
the September election. We have no dispo who was notoriously very poor and destitute, and who votes for Robinson and Farley should be Saturday next, April 14, at 2o’clock P. M.—a
first Monday in April, in the year of our
sition to raise a shout of triumph in view of previous to removing into Alfred had been furnished added together in order to ascertain the ac- great variety of
with supplies as a pauper, by the person who had coa- ;
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by
this result. A more pointed rebuke was nev traded to support the poor—and after removing into ,tual whig strength in the district.
the Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
We
pub-1
Alfred, and a short time before the meeting, Mrs. Al
ordered to be sold, by the Proprietors of the
of said Court:
er administered, than that given to the lead len,
who had charge of the poor, on being notified of his lish below returns from ail the towns except
Kennebunk Social Library, without reserve.
athaniel jefferds, guardian of
ing Van Buren men, by the intelligent free wants, supplied him with a load of wood as one of the (
one, compared with the vote in Feb. 1837, i Also, a variety of Historical and Schoo] |
Julia AnnfRoss, a minor, and child of
paupers—she having previously supplied him.
men of this town on Tuesday. A determina town
This wood he received and used for himselfand fami when Mr. Cilley was elected.
It will be1' Books, Stationery and Fancy articles, &c. I
James M. Ross, late of Kennebunk, in said
tion was manifested no longer to submit to ly knowing it was furnished by Mrs. A. This person
i The sale will be continued in the evening, if county, deceased, having presented his sec
was allowed to vote for moderator and all the town of seen that there is a whig net gain of more'
the dictation of our purse-proud Government ficers.
the lot is not disposed of during the after ond account of guardianship of said minor
But the moderator says, the woftd was furnish than ONE THOUSAND since that election.
noon.
for allowance :
office-holders,—no longer to listen to their ed without his request or application for aid. Of what
LINCOLN DISTRICT.
Kennebunk, April 7, 1838.
ORDERED—That the said guardian give
miserable electioneering jargon, or be in consequence is it who applied, so long as the supplies
were made bona fide, and he received them knowingly VOTES FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO
notice to all persons interested, by causing a
NOTICE.
fluenced by their attempts to array one class and voluntarily. Had the wood been furnished with
CONGRESS.
copy of this order to be published three
the fraudulent intent to disfranchise him, it would
OTICE is hereby given, that I have re weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
of our citizens against another.
1838.
1837.
have been otherwise—but there was no ground for any
linquished and discharged all claim zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
Whigs. Tory.
suspicion ofthis sort. The truth is the notice to send
Moderator.
which 1 have upon my daughter, Susan M.
the wood was given by one of the town officers—as we
«J
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
Q
o
EDWARD E. BOURNE, Esq.,—no oppo understood at the time. ¡Since the meeting he has also
Ross, during her minority, hereby authori be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on
S3
received supplies as a pauper.—These are the only
zing her to make her own contracts, to re the first Monday of August next, at ten of the
sition.
persons to whom objections were made at the lime on
ceive pay for her services and give receipts clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
account of their being paupers. But a third person
Town Clerk.
therefor, and to do all things as effectually as they have, why the same should not be alœj
who had also received supplies, as a pauper, was per
TIMOTHY FROST,
213 mitted to vole, although we have good reason to believe
though she was of full age, without reference lowed.
Aina,
137
7
15
28
7 59
to me.
' SIMON ROSS.
WILLIAM W. WISE,
147 that the moderator knew that he had thus been sup Bath,
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
446
1200
127
195
plied. So much for the paupers.
Kennebunk, April 7, 1838.
A true copy,—Attest,
Boolhbay,
79
128
139
110
It
was
further
alleged
that
one
individual
whose
res

Selectmen, Assessors and Overseers of
John Skeele, Register.
idence was not in Alfred was admitted to vote,and Bowdoin,
173
116
101
89
the Poor.
April 7.
another was excluded whose residence had been estab Bowdoinham,
96
217
28 maj. kennebunk port high
NATHANIEL JEFFERDS,
SCHOOL.
222 lished there for years. The moderator refers to the Bremen,
66
64
24 60
case of a young man under this head, whom he admits
243
239
94 199 rglHE next term of this school will com- At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk,
JESSE TOWNE,
220 that “ Alfred” did not allude to. Why this w as done Bristol,
within and for the County of York, on the
Cushing,
54 m
6
81
5
rnence on Monday (April 23.) Instruc
EZRA PERKINS,
213 we know not unless to show the wonderful fairness of Dresden.
first Monday of April, in the year oj pur
141
63
50 103 103 tion will be given in the common and higher
the presiding officers, in admitting a Whig to vote, who'
Edgecomb,
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by
99
87
74 46 [ English branches, also in the Ancient and
Jacob Perkins,
156 was unquestionably entitled to that privilege. We
the ifon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
thank him for introducing this case, and will state the Friendship,
6
104
3 88 ij Modern Languages. Good board can be ob
Joseph WateriJouse,
158 facts in relation to him. This young man was born Georgetown,
Court :
59
127
10 67 1 tained in the village on reasonable terms.
and brought up in Alfred, where his mother resides', Jefferson,
90 57
50 76
84
Tuition $3 00 per quarter ot eleven weeks.
and had made hei house his home since his father’s New-Castle.
130 16
47
91
82
SJ trix
death. He had for the most of the time last year been
B. FORDYCE BARKER, Principal.
Nobleborough,
90 13 232
47 123
Town Treasurer.
ing to be the last will and testament ot Amos
employed in a store in Boston, and was a minor, (his
April 5, 1838.
Phipsbnrg,
139
40
128
90
W. Goodwin, late of Sanford, in said county,
WILLIAM M. BRYANT,—no opposition. guardians residing in Alfred) till a few days before the Richmond,
167 23
50
46 42
meeting, when he became of age, and returned home
husbandman, deceased, having presented the
" ' . NOTICE.
3 15 86
*Mr. Osborn is Post-Master of this town— to Alfred, to his mothei's house, which he stated St. George,
8
64 rn
same for probate :
146 126 460
259m
He owned prop Thomaston,
8
distributed votes for himself, and afforded he considered to be his home.
ORDERED—That the said executrix give
erty in Alfred which had always been taxed there. Topsham,
234
1
76
108 50
OST, some lime since, a Town Order, notice to al! persons interested, by causing a
room at his residence for the housing of vo Believing he had a right to vote, he attended the Union,
163 18 137
136 92
drawn in favor of the subscriber, by copy of this order to be published three
and offered his vote for moderator which at Waldoboro’,
446
2 203
3 297 170
ters, from an early hour in the morning until meeting
the Selectmen of Kennebunk, for Six Dol

first was not received, but when the poll was about to Warren,
weeks
successively in the Kennebunk Ga
126 66 173
91 155
they should be wanted at the polls in the af be closed the Clerk who presided remarked that he Westport,
12
70
67; lars Forty-Seven Cents, dated about March zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
1
8
doubted his right, but as his vote would not altei the re
ternoon. He certainly did every thing a
Whitefield,
126 66
68
47 66, 27,1837.—All persons are cautioned against appear at a Probate Court to tie held at
sult, he would receive it. 1’his is another specimen of
206
143
84 ' purchasing said Order, as payment has been York, in said County, on the first Monday of
6 205
man could do to secure his election—but the the very/air course pursued. To ascertain results first Wiscasset,
165
23
113
20 stopped.
JAMES K. REMICH.
then make a decision. The moderator very gra Woolwich,
May next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
people, it appears pretty satisfactorily, were and
ciously admitted him to vote afterwards, without ob Washington,
108
Kennebunk, March 29, 1838.
131
11 51 50
and shew cause, if any they have, why the
not so anxious to be served by him as he was jection. How far the ascertained result «of the former
said instrument should not be proved, ap
operated in his favor we do not know.
4072 415 3452 94 2219 2333
to serve them.—Man is proverbial for his in vote
proved, and allowed as the last will and tes
The case to which “ Alfred” alluded of the individ
.List of Tetters
gratitude ! Mr. Osborn, (so says common ru ual who was admitted to vote, who had a residence in
Remaining in the Post-Office at Kennebunk, tament of the said deceased.
another town, is next adverted to by the moderator.
Attest, John Skeele, Register,
Maine, April 1, 1838.
mor about town) on the evening after the elec He is represented as having been employed in
A true copy—Attest,
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
CUT! !
tion accounted for losing it, in substance, thus : Sanford, a short time past, but returning weekly
John Skeele, Register.
ISS RACHAEL AVERILL,—Owen
April 7.
“ About 60 voters deceived us—the truth of to his father’s house in Alfred as his home. Here VAN BURENISM PROSTRATE ’—THE
Burnham, Edwin Burnham, Baptist
is a suppression of material facts, and misrepre
WHIGS TRIUMPHANT!!
the matter is, we have so many d—d drunk sentation of the case as it was.
Church, Mrs. Lucretia Bettis, Mrs. Almira
The
news
from
the
“
land
of
steady
hab

The facts of this case as we have understood
Bragdon,—Miss Susa D. Courrier,—Miss South Berwick Feiiaale Sem
ards on our side that they don’t know bow
inary.
them
to
be,
are,
that
the
gentleman
alluded
to
had
its
”
is
of
the
most
cheering
character.
The
Eunice E. Drown,— Washington Emerson,
they vote or whether they vote or not.”
HE Spring term in this institution will
purchased in company with another person a tav state is completely redeemed—disenthralled.' Miss Hannah Emmons,—Isaac Furbish,
This is a manner of“ backing one’s friends” ern stand in Sanford last spring—that in the
commence Monday, April 16th, and
Doc. Seargent Freeman, George Fellows,—
continue 11 weeks.—As Miss Emily Has
which we should think would be rather un fall after harvest or about that time he removed The freemen of old Connecticut deserve Robert S. Gillpatrick, Mrs. Hannah Good
from Alfred to Sanford, and formed a copartner “ ten thousand times ten thousand cheers”
win, Mrs. Lavina Goodwin, Mrs. Emily kell, an accomplished, experienced and suc
palatable to many.—We have no wish to
ship with the other joint owner of said tavern
cessful instructess, who has taught a select
misrepresent Mr. O. and if he did not make stand ; that he removed to Sanford the principal for their noble and successful efforts to re Grant, Mrs. Alice Gillpatrick.
School of Young Ladies in Salem, Mass, for
H. I. J. K. L. M. N. O.
use of an expression, substantially agreeing part of the produce of his farm when harvested, deem their state from the thraldom in which
Paul Hubbs, 10, Enoch Hardy, Henry C. several years, is engaged as Principal of the
except his hay a part of which was also conveyed it has been held for several years past. The
with the above, we will with pleasure, on his to Sanford at different times as needed ; that from
Hart, Porter Hall, Henry P. Hoyt, James Seminary, the Trustees have full confidence
representation of the fact, make all necessary the time of his removal to Sanford up to the victory is complete and thorough. Three Hubbard, Thomas Hubbard, Gideon Hans- that it will continue to maintain its present
_ „Samuel
uaJHL —Juukins,—Samuel Kimball, elevated character.
tiine'of the meeting he was engaged personally candidates for Governor were in the field at;i VUI1J
com,—
corrections.
Tuition in the regular course $5 per term,
in managing and condocting the business of the the General Election on Monday last,—Ells- j George W. Kimball,—James Lord, 2, G. &
For branches out of
establishment with his partner, residing there
(Locofoco)__ and 11- Lord, George Lord, Francis A. Lord, to be paid at entrance.
worth
(whig)
—
Beers
CHARTER ELECTION IN PORTLAND. the whole time except occasional absence on Phelps (Conservative.) Returns from all the Capt. William Lord, Jun., Ebeu Litilefield, the regular course expenses will be the same
business or visits to his friends. That on the day
Cyrus K. Littlefield, Theodore Littlefield, as in other Seminaries.
—“THE BALL IN MOTION’’! !
of the meeting he came from Sanford and having towns in the State, except five, (which will
JOHN P. LORD, Sec.
Jun.—Samuel Mitchell, Miss Jane Miller,—
The election of Mayor, Aidermen, Coun voted returned tohis home in Sanford the same
South Berwick, March 26, 1838.
Mrs.
Mvrus
New.
not
materially
change
the
complexion
of
the
day. How often he visited his father’s house we
cilmen and ward officers, took place in Port do not know But we believe there is no just
P. Q. R. S. T. U. V. W.
vote,) give Ellsworth a majority of FIVE
Nathaniel J. Pishon, Miss Mary Peabody, At CostT^isitil the~^I<>th~*oi’
land on Tuesday last.
The Van Buren par ground for the representation that he returned
THOUSAND
over
the
Locofoco
candidate,
May.
—Andrew Smith, Mrs. Jane Storer, Mrs.
weekly to his father’s house as his home, while
ty brought their strongest man into the field
thus engaged in Sanford.
At any rate, we did and more than THREE THOUSAND over : Dolly C. Smith,—William L. Thompson,
as a candidate for Mayor and made every ef not understand him as making any such preten the Locofoco and conservative together. Last 1 Oliver Thompson, Benjamin Tripp, Mrs. Ab- Dry Goods, Boots, Shoes and
Fancy Articles.
fort to carry the election.
Notwithstanding sion. On the contrary, we did understand him year, Edwards, the Locofoco candidate for I igail
Taylor,—James
Wakefield, David
to say distinctly to an individual in the meeting
LAIGHTON, intending to vacate
Washbourn, Daniel Wheelwright, Charles
this, however, the whigs elected all their can that he thought his home was in Sanford.
The Governor, had a majority of 2,281. The Williams, Miss Eleanor Wentworth.
• his present Store on the 10th of
didates for Aldermen, Councilmen, Wardens moderator compares this case with the prece
whig net gain will probably exceed SIX
May next, will sell the above - goods at Cost
64 Letters.
ding,
and
asks
if
there
was
any
thing
unfair
in
and Clerks, in every ward in the city except one,
for Cash.
JAMES OSBORN, P. M.
admitting both—they entertaining opposite polit THOUSAND! Eighteen of the twenty-one
All persons indebted who can, with con
(No. 7.)
For Mayor, Cutter (whig) re ical opinions, and says, upon every principle the
State Senators elected are whigs, and the
venience, are requested to pay, and those
NOTICE
ceived 1245 votes ; Mitchell (V. B.) 985. latter had a. much better right than the former.
Representatives elect, as far as ascertained,
having demands are requested to present the
In 1836, Cutter had 980 votes, and Clapp We had supposed it to be the duty of the moder
same for payment previous to the above date.
ator to settle the question as one of right and stand—whigs 150 ; Locos 40 ; Conservatives
LL persons are cautioned against cutti ng
(V. B.) 962. The Advertiser says “ the Loco- upon principle,; independent of the political sen
Kennebunk, March 28, 1838.
10.
any Trees or conveying away any
focos never made a stronger effort—and nev timents of the man applying to vote. • He is
Wood
or
Fencing,
from
the
Farm
formerly
not to be presumed to know what those sen
SSieriiFs Sale.
Temperance Meeting.
er met with a more signal defeat.”
timents are. And in order to act impartially
fllAKEN on execution against
A meeting on the subject of Temperance known as the Obadiah Littlefield Farm, or v
Samuel Willard, and will ba
he should desire not to know. Upon what will be held at the vestry of the^second par from any of the land purchased by Jesse York, ss.
OLD YORK IS COMING !
sort of principles, or by what process of rea ish, in this village, on Thursday ¿Fast Day) Varney, and now owned by Isaac R. Bearse sold at public auction, on Monday the 16th
By a letter received yesterday, it appears that in the
soning, an intelligent and candid mind could evening next, April 12, commencing at 7 and others. Any person found or known to day of April next, at the Gaol House in Al
town of Lyman, at the late municipal election, the
Democrats elected all their officers, except one select come to a conclusion that the latter had a bet o’clock precisely.
An address may be ex trespass on any of said property will be dealt fred, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, all the
with as the law directs in such cases.
man. by a majority of 7 to 15.
At the election last ter right to vote than the former, we are unable pected from Elder Edwin Burnham.
right in equity of said Willard of redeeming
EDWARD E. BOURNE, Attorney
September, the federalistshad a majority of45.
to imagine. In the one case, the individual
one undivided fourth part of the following
Kennebunk,
April
7,
1838.
Lyman has always been one of the most decidedly
for Isaac R. Bearse and others.
was
living
in
his
own
house
and
conducting
described real estate, situated in Alfred and
federal towns in the County.
As light breaks in upon
April
7,
1838.
his
own
business
in
another
town,
where
he
HYMENEAL.
Sanford, in said county, viz :—the farm now
the people, they will arise and assert their rights in
had acquired the right to vote ; while in the
occupied by Evat Willard and said Samuel,
dependent ofbank dictation,—Age.
Nfotice.
MARRIED
—
In
Gray,
Col.
Thomas
W.
O
’

containing one hundred and fifty acres more
[If the above is a fair specimen of the “ re other, the person had been a minor, employ Brien of Cornish, to Miss Sarah Hunt of G.
ed abroad temporarily, and on coming of age
or less, with the buildings thereon ; also one
actions” and “ victories” that are chronicled
In
Saco,
Mr.
Gideon
Libbey,
to
Miss
Lydia
HpHE
subscriber
having
contracted
with
claimed the right to vote in the place where
undivided fourth part of one and a half days
the town of Lyman, to support the
in the Van Buren papers, they are “ baseless his property was, which he had always con Horn. Mr Ebenezer Card of Gorham, to Miss A
or one sixteenth part of Willard’s saw mill in
Sarah L. Milliken of S.
Poor of said town for one year, hereby gives said Sanford, the said undivided fourth part
visions” indeed. A majority of the Board of sidered his home, and which was in fact the
In Dover, N H. Mr. John Perkins of Parsonsnotice, that he has made suitable provision of said farm and one and a half days in said
Town Officers recently chosen in Lyman are only home he had on earth.
field, to Miss Mary Ann Emery of D.
In relation to the next case where the in
In Biddeford,r. Joseph Tarbox, 3d. of B. to for them, and hereby forbids all persons har saw mill, being the same which said Samuel
Whigs
two or three Van Buren men were
dividual was excluded from voting, as alleged Mrs. Eliza Huff of Kennebunk port ; — Mr. Sam bouring or trusting any of the paupers of Willard mortgaged to Stephen Willard by his
elected, by the aid of whig votes, in conse by your correspondent, the moderator admits uel Gillpatrick, to Miss Maria Davis, both of B. said town, on his account or on account of deed dated February 4,1832, and recorded on
In Boston, Mr. John Hardy of K’ittery, to Miss the town, as he will pay no bills for their 214 and 215th pages ot the 141st book of rec
quence ofsome local division, which will by he was excluded from voting, by the Clerk,
support.
JAMES W. ROBERTS.
ords in the registry of said county, condition
no means be permitted by our friends to in the choice of moderator, but says, “ he was Jane Sackett
In Limington, Mr. Benjamin Moody, to Miss
Lyman, March 20,1838.
not excluded by him from voting, but was ac
al to pay the sum of $200 as therein specified
influence them on other questions.
Ly tually admitted to vote—and did vote.” It is Catherine Libbey.
with interest annually.
man is whig to the core, as the ballot boxes believed there is abundant evidence to prove
PETER FROST, Deputy Sheriff.
OBITUARY
will show next September. “ As light breaks that this person was in fact excluded by the
Alfred, March 1,1838.
Af
in upon the people,” the whigs gain strength moderator from voting for Town Clerk.
DIED—In York, 2d inst. Olive Elizabeth, rflHE subscriber having contracted with
JL
the town of Kennebunk, to support i
terwards, as he persisted in offering his vote,
School.
and power—and the party which is constant it might have been received for some of the daughter of Josiah and Alzira Thompson
In this town, on Thursday evening last, Olive, the poor of said town for one ;year, hereby ; ~M/pTISS CLARA P. BRAGDON and Miss
ly crying out against “ bank dictation,” other town officers.
pro-[ Ivi. HELEN E. MARCH will open a
But whether on the youngest child of Capt. George W. Boorne, | gives notice, that he has made suitable
suitable pro
i:i. all
_ii per
—-¡select school for young ladies the 24th of
while they are at the same time advocating ground that the moderator had altered his aged 4 years.
1 vision for them, and hereby forbids
In Wells, 30th ult. Mr. Joseph Hobbs, aged sons harboring or trusting any of the Pauperss April, in Wells village,—in which will be
the issuing of “ Treasury shin plasters,” and opinion of his right to vote, or because it
78 years.
of said town on his account or on account of taught all the various branches of an English
aiding in the creation of a new National would make no difference in the result, we are
_
...
■•>>/«
. I .. Li' , I n >
» > r-. 4- zv ZA 4 !-> Z-S •• m li 11 » 8. ZX Li1 «»zxlrx z» k ziw-1/4 1 .k
In Biddeford, Mr. Seth Murch—28th ult. Mrs. the town, as J he
not informed. Probably however for the lat
will pay no bill for their Education, together with the French and Lat
debt, are abandoned in all quarters by the ter cause, as the Moderator expresses “ strong Anna, wife of Mr. Aaron Tibbetts
in languages. Tuition $3,00 each per quar
support.
ABEL
M.
BRYANT.
In Sanford, on the 20lh inst. Mr. Amos W.
disinterested, reflecting and consistent por doubts” as to his right to vote, and goes on
ter. Extra charge for French and Latin,
Keunebunk, May 1, 1837.
ly
Goodwin, aged 84 years. Mr. Goodwin was a
$1,00 per quarter.
to give the reasons why the town clerk ex soldier of the revolutionary war,—a man of piety
tion of the community.]
March 21, 1838.____________________
cluded him.
and great moral worth and was highly esteemed
Garden Seeds,
This person had resided in Alfred for years by all who knew him. He died in the full assur
HE growth of 1837—in great varietyerds grass & clover seed—
The “ conspiracy” stories and meetings
previous to the meeting, owned property and ance of a happy immortality.
[Com.
just received by
from a Boston seed establishment.
gotten up by the Van Buren party did not was taxed there, and lived in his father’s fam
In Eliot, Mr. Thomas Knight, aged 50 years.
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
For sale by
D. REMICH.
In Augusta, 29th ult. Capt. Seward Porter of i
« take,” it seems, in the district represented ily. It is true he had purchased an interest
Kennebunk, March 31, 1838.
March 17, 1838.
Portland.
in
a
tan
yard
in
New
Gloucester,
and
no
by Mr. Cilley, at the time of his death.
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this game js pIa^jn,r at
tlley
the public property is Wast^
e people unheeded—their h ■
•and their feelings tantaliz^
judgment are crucified
these are not facts, why 8omi h
•he business ? Why, ¿hen ?
-pie are assembled,*"fc
-»nd to the urgent bUsiliess
suffer grievances to g0 0 ‘
«uSer the claim. Of a, S «
as the country has ever J
i unadjusted, until the evideg.
s are lost in oblivion, and thev
ugh the infirmities of a„e

4 unfinished business toaccumu.
V- 1,1 fine’ why spend untold
le s money without doing the
• 1 here is, most assuredly
lier\
why this recent
isperity of the country ? Why
ceptible or extraordinary cause’
snterprises abandoned, and a].’
ch of business paralyzed ’ And
>, why all this burst upon us
country was apparently in»
prosperity, as sudden and as un
slap of thunder in a clear sky?
this mischief? One tells ui
t, that speculation and overtri’
he sad pressure in the times;—
all our troubles to the inlerkrverninent with the currency of
vhile the third declares that the
Hed in a combination of causes,
tertain the belief, until wears’
that the reckless course pursue leading men of our C0UIllr.
n us this train of evils. The
us as a nation appear cheerless
The many unsettled and excivhich bid fair to be entailed upon
pleasing prospect—The Texinn
nti-slavery affair—the Carjad»
lorth East Boundary concern—
on the government for French
;h has been hanging by the eye0 years, with many other suboils to particularize, will be suffithe time of Congress for the
try.— From recent occurrences.
>pose they are doing God and
rvice in imbuing their hands in
r fellow men. Hence they can
ange their affairs, desert their
usiness confided to their trustid, misnamed the field of honor,
oe told after this deliberate,
murder is perpetrated, and by
re chosen to make laws by which
o be governed, that it was an
and that the bloody scene was
ding to the standing rules of that
we ought forever to remain si<
lerneu, ths virtuous in this land
silent ! but they will fearlessly
ur code of honor is atrocious,
! they will stamp your conduct
iny which will remain as long as
iny distinction between virtu»
say they, “ that after this offi.
is given all excitement will b#
i subject rest in silence.” ‘"Oh
ot thou into their secret; into
line honor be not thou united;
r they slew a man
Cursed ba
t was fierce and their wrath for
will deride them in Jacob, and
srael.” How long will thepeostate of things to remain ? Will
nit their interests, their rights,
bought liberties to be wrested
ithless hands, and in the end
dust ? Impossible ! We trust
stant, when reason, justice, and
it the breas’s of those appointed
and when justice will be renderof men, without distinction,
thout delay.

e fifteen political newspapers
s state—8 of which are whig
ery town in which a paper is
en Gen. Wilson a handsome
gh in two of them (Haverhill
tory papers are alone issued,
is are entitled to 30 Represei)*
Legislature, and 29 of the 30
higs.
Last year these same
but six Whigs.
In addition
gs to the House, the same
the Senate from among their
gs and but 1 V. B. man.
Dover Enq.

is been removed from the colilfast district, and N. M. Low*
Col. Lane is a conservative
) the sub-treasury, or treasury
Here the Van Buren conserv*
what they have to depend uprequired to denounce tlie-de*
A year ago they were requ
iem.—Augusta Journal.

rators at a late loco foco meet*
r Me. held for the purpose o
eath of Mr. Cilley to political
Judge Preble,, who declare«
t of Mr. Cilley’s death would
ind that the parti would«*
advantage from his death, than
i able to gam for it in his tifi
utmeg spirit of this outrage»®3
. excite general disgust, Il*
•rectionist who speculate3®®
aes.— Boston Allas.

1 by some that Messrs. W»
icrs concerned in the late due
lied from Congress. An ev
es, there will be one dime J
[f these men
expelM
U.I in a duel, then all oil' *
concerned should be exP .
are expelled, there may
business in either branch.
m. M. Richardson, Cbief>
reme Judicial Court of x
id at Chester m that Sta

;d 64 years.
Bangor was to resume
’ortland and Boston,. 30tb u
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N LOW SPIRITS.—Low spirits is a
certain state of the mind accompanied
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are
HE most safe and effectual family medi apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and
cine for diseases which it proposes to the worst consequences imagined. Ancient
It has now been known for years, that the
cure, that has ever been discovered.
The
medical writers supposed this disease to be
ALBION CORN PLASTER,
different roots and rare plants composing
FFORDS immediate relief, and effects, this medicine have been collected and pre confined to those particular regions of the ab
a certain cure for Corns. By its ap pared with great care by Dr. S. O. Richard domen, technically called hypochondria,
which are situated on the right or left side of
plication according to accompanying direc- son, son and successor of Dr. N. Richardson. that cavity, whence conies the name hypo
lions, the Corn is softened, attenuated, and ¡The distinguished character of these Bitters,
chondriasis.
drawn out by the roots, without the least j Inosl striking, their operation being more
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal
.
ci
it
ij
, I nir or
I ph«less
rinwm-fnl.
ar.^orilinsr
to to
thetthe
viniancn
of of
powerful,
according
violence
pain, or any of the trouble and danger at
symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or
the disease. When used in appropriate quan
tending the hazardous and ineffectual prac tity, in cases of slight derangements of the bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spas
tice of extracting the Corn by mere cutting. stomach and bowels, caused by costiveness modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal
The following instances, from many oth or a slight bilious complaint, and the like, pitations, and often an utter inability ol fixing
OULD inform
of
and vicinity,
the attention upon any subject of importance
he has
the
in Kennebunk adjoining ers of a similar character, sufficiently attest where nature needs assistance to prevent more or engaging in anything that demands vigor
to the superior efficacy of the Albion Corn serious consequences, they will scarcely be or courage. Also languidness—the mind be
Bryant & Warren’s, Apothecaries, formerly
as Plaster :
felt ; on the contrary, in obstinate cases they
comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel
-powerful, causing two or three
House,
has
up
good order for the abovenamed
Mr. Farrar, of Boston, was a number of ’operate
more
ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a
'
.
~
■
. I n
t’n n 11 n t imi j daily,
/I
evacuations
until the circulating fluid
years distressed by a very painful Corn, had
total derangement of the nervous system.—
siness. CARRYALLS
LIGHT
of any
becomes purified. This accomplished, they
applied every thing recommended without act on the system in connection with our The mental feelings and peculiar train of
built
effect, and was rendered a perfect cripple. food, receiving mutual assistance until the ideas that haunt the imagination and over
—ALSO—
On applying this Plaster he was perfectly constitution is restored to a slate of health. whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di
versity. The wisest and best of men are as
cured of his corn, and freed from his lame This medicine is of such a nature that it may
open to this affliction as the weakest.
be taken any length of time, by invalids of
ness.
TREATMENT.—The principal objects of
A Gentleman of Greenfield was years af any age, without injuring the system or ex treatment are, to remove indigestion and
done at
notice and on
posing
it
to
take
cold.
They
preclude
the
flicted with a very painful Corn, and was
strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir
ALSO,
necessity in most cases, of using pills, which
its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear
cured by one box, after every other plaster
SLEIGHS,
Buggy
to the
the public are advised to take in large quan
ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con
bad been tried to no purpose.
tities
by
some
practitioners,
which
serve
on

ily Sleigh,
will
sold
as
be
Mr. Cutler, of Boston, was cured of a ly to debilitate the patient and doom him to versation. The bowels (if costive) being care
purchased this
Various
of
in troublesome Corn by one box.
be pill-swallower to the end of his days.
In fully regulated by the occasional use of a
We know nothing belief1
all
those
prevalent
diseases
called
Dyspep
 mild aperient.
Certificate. — To those afflicted with
payment.
calculated to obtain this end, than Dr. Wffl*
Corns on their feet, I do certify, that 1 have sia, Liver complaint, Dizziness or Headach, Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer
used the Albion Corn Plaster with com wandering or settled pains, sinking, faintness, tain in their operation.
The bowels being,
Nervous debility, Costiveness, Biles, and all
To the Hon. Justices of the Court of Common |
plete success.
Before I had used one box,
Sheriff’s Sale.
once cleansed, his inestimable Camomile
general
derangements
of health causing an
Pleas, next to be holden al Alfred, within |
York, ss. March 10, 1838.
it cured a Corn which had troubled me for unhealthy stale of the stomach and bowels Pills, (which are tonic, anodyne and anti
andfor the County oj York and State of t
Y virtue of an execution in my hands for many years. I make this public for the
(“ which have been justly styled the store spasmodic) are an infallible remedy, and
Maine, on the second Monday of February,
collection, against Theodore Moulton, jr. benefit of those afflicted with that painful
house of diseases,”) these bitters have proved without dispute have proved a great blessing
A. D. 1838.
ofYoi:k, in the county of York, yeoman,— I
a
certain and speedy remedy.
Dr. R. will to the numerous public.
complaint,
¿Signed,
)
ATHANIEL J. MILLER of Hollis, in have taken on said execution and shall sell at
Some physicians have recommended a
be
glad
to
refer
any
invalids
who
may call
WM. SHAW.
the County of York aforesaid, trader, public vendue, at the Post Office in South
free use of mercury but it should not be re
upon
him
(he
having
had
permission
to
do
Flushing, Long Island, Feb. 28.
respectfully represents that he is seized in fee
Berwick, in said county, on Saturday the
so,) to persons pronounced incurable by their sorted to ; as in many cases it will greatly ag
simple, as tenant in common with other per twelfth day of May next, at two of the clock
(Price 50 cents a box, with directions.)
physicians, who have visited him from vari gravate the symptoms.
sons to him unknown, of and in one undivid in the afternoon, all the estate, right, title and
DIFFERENCE.—It cannot be deous
parts of the United States, among whom mHE
ed third part of the following described tract interest which the said Theodore Moulton, jr.
DUMFRIES’ REMEDY FOR THE
JL
nied that whilst many medicines*
it
may
not
be
improper
to
stale
are
many
of land situate in Hollis, aforesaid, and being has by virtue of a contract in writing to a
distinguished persons from the British Prov which are recommended to the public, have
part of the Gilpatrick farm, formerly so call conveyance of all the real estate hereinafter
Qty” New case of a Cure.
inces, who have been cured by using his cel not even the negative merit of haimlessness,
ed, and bounded as follows, to wit :—Begin described, with the buildings thereon, viz :
Boston, November 24th.
ebrated
medicine. This medicine may be there are others which it would be great in
ning at the corner of Dyer’s land on the road,
A lot of land containing fifteen acres situ
IR
—
The
Pile
Ointment
and
Electuary
had
in
packages
at 50 cents, or put up in a li justice indeed, and suicidal prejudice to in
thence south fifty degrees, west fifty-seven ated at a place called New Boston, in said
quid
form
at
75
cents. Be careful of whom volve, untried, in a common condemnation.
I lately had of you, has had an excel
rods ; thence north twenty-four degrees, west York, and bounded on all sides by land of the
you
purchase,
as
a
great number of base un And when a medicine comes endorsed with
forty-one rods ; thence north fifty degrees, heirs of Benjamin Johnson and the road.— lent effect. I have been troubled for years
ail the great names that have adorned the
east seventy-one rods ; thence south eight ‘ Also about one quarter of an acre opposite the with the Piles, and have never found any principled pedlars are going about the coun annals of the medical profession, and war
degrees, east forty-six rods to the first men above named lot, together with the buildings remedy that would compare with yours. try deceiving persons by selling them rank ranted by the seal and signature of long and
tioned bound, containing fifteen acres and thereon standing—also a lot of land contain The late attack was a severe one, but the counterfeit Richardson’s Bitters, mostly put uniform success, its proprietor makes no un
up in phials. The genuine are sold whole
seventy-two rods ;—that he cannot possess, ing about four acres, bounded on the North
relief was almost immediate.
I take great sale and retail at my office, No. 15, Hanover reasonable demand upon the public confi
occupy and improve his said third part of the East and South East by land of John Keen,
dence, when he claims for it a superior con
Also by
above described premises to any advantage, on the Northwest by the road, and South pleasure, in communicating this to you, for Street, Boston.
sideration.
Bryant
&
Warren,
and
Samuel
Jordan,
the
benefit
of
any
who
may
be
suffering
un

while held in common and undivided as West by Johnson’s land, so called,—also a
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of
Kennebunk
;
Seth
Hatch,
John
H.
Spear,
T. H.
aforesaid. He therefore prays that his said lot of pasture containing sixteen acres, situ der so painful a disease.
Dr. Win. Evansis undeniably entitled to this
and
Barak
Maxwell,
Wells
;
Samuel
A.
Doug

third part (the requisite legal proceedings be ate near said New Boston and bounded on all
Mr. Kidder.
enviable distinction, for whilst no medical au
ing had) may be set off to him to hold in sides by land of Jeremiah McIntire and John
The original letter may be seen at the lass, York ; John A. Berry, Saco.
thority in existence condemns it, every medi
Feb. 24, 1838.
ep6m.
severalty?
NATH’L. J. MILLER.
Keen, by the Folly Marsh and the New Bos Counting Room of the Proprietor.
cal practitioner that is acquainted with it,
By his Attorney,
ton road—also eleven acres of pasture land,
PURG ATI O.
freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues ;
Q^The Proprietor of this Medicine rec
SAMUEL BRADLEY.
bounded by land of Rufus Seward, the heirs ommends it with the fullest confidence as
HE principle of Purifying the body by and that the latter should do so in opposition
Copy,—Attest: H. H. Hobbs, Clerk.
of Benjamin Johnson and the Johnson Lane
Purgation, is beginning to be under to their personal interests, must be attributed
one of the most valuable remedies yet dis
February ¡2, 1838.
so called.
stood, as necessarv for the acquisition either
of
to their candor and love of truth, or to
covered,
for
the
cure
of
the
painful
and
de

Conditions and other particulars made
SOUND HEALTH ; and all that will be of their unwillingness to fly in the face of all ob
bilitating
complaint
of
the
Piles.
He
deems
STATE OF MAINE.
known at the time and place of sale.
importance, when this doctrine is universally servation, and the testimony of thousands.
York, ss.—At the Court of Common Pleas,
it unnecessary to publish any other than received, will be, whose Purgative medicine
MARK E. MARSHALL, D. Sheriff.
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that
begun and held at Alfred, within and for the
the foregoing testimonial in its favour. The accomplishes this object in the easiest, and at his Camomile Tome Pills will cure all dis
March 24.
County of fork, on the second Monday of
remedy has more perfectly answered the the same time in the most effectual manner. eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad
February, A. D. 1838..
SheriRT’s Sale.
mits that they will not. He lays no claim to
purpose for which it is intended, than any
N the foregoing petition, the Court order
AKEN on execution, and will be sold at other now in common use, and affords imme
BRANDRETH’S PILES.
the discovery of the “ Philosopher’s Stone,”
that the petitioner notify all persons
These Pills are an Assistant of Nature, and and wishes nobody to believe that he sells
public auction at the house of James B.
and permanent relief, both from the
interested in the premises, by causing an at Shapleigh in Alfred, in the county of York, diate
on
afford perfect relief whenever any organs of
tested copy of said petition and this order Saturday the 28th day of April next, at ten disorder itself, and its accompanying symp the body are unhealthy, restoring strength the “ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and he
thereon to be published three weeks suc o’clock, A. M. all the right in equity which toms of pain in the loins, vertigo, headache, and health by removing accumulative impu does believe, and he can prove, that in debil
cessively in the Kennebunk Gazette, a news John Henderson has of redeeming a certain loss ofappetile, indigestion, and other marks rities—otherwise, in simple language, vitiated ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous
diseases of ail kinds ; in weakness of the di
paper printed at Kennebunk in said county, lot of land with the buildings thereon, situa
humors. This is following nature—this is gestive organs, in incipient consumptions,
of debility.
the last publication to be thirty days at least ted in Waterborough in said county ; it being
The remedy is quite innocent, and may taking disease out of the body—and no other whether of the lungs or the liver; in the
before the next term of said Court, to be held the same land whereon the said Henderson
way can cure disease but taking it out. It
at Alfred aforesaid, on the last Monday of now lives, and which he mortgaged to Alvah be administered to all ages and both sexes. must be carried away from the body, not dreadful debility occasioned by the use of
May next, that all persons interested may Conant and David Hall by his deed dated Plain and ample Directions, with a descrip merely changed, as is the case when Calomel purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es
then and there shew cause, if any they have, January 5th, 1830.
tion of the complaint, accompany each is given, or any of the numerous mineral med pecially) in the sicknesses incident to moth
why the prayer of said petition should not be
package, which consists of two boxes, one icines. It is in consequence of the perspira ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev
PETER FROST, Deputy Sheriff.
ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease
granted.
containing an Ointment, and the other an tion that arises from the Thompsonian prac
Waterborough, March 20, 1838.
which is brought on by intemperance ; in
Attest, H. H. Hobbs, Clerk.
Electuary. Lice $1 for both articles, or tice that has brought it into notice—but sweat
the wretched horrors of mind and body which
Copy,
Slicrifl’s Sale
ing is nothing compared to purging with accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap
50 cents where but one only is wanted.
Attest, H. H. Hobbs, Clerk.
Brandreth’s Pills, in the good effects on the
*#*Prepared from the Original Recipe in body. One dose of 10 Pills will remove more petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the
March 31,1838.
KEN on several executions
head, limbs or side ; in corrupt, sallow, and
MS.
of
the
late
Dr.
W.
T.
C
onway
,
by
his
bad humors by the stomach and bowels, than uncomely complexions, caused by the bad
in favor of Levi P. Hillard
Sheriff’s Sale.
•
Immediate Successor, and the Sole Propri a dozen vapor baths on Thompsonian or oth
and
others,
against
Joshua
Nason,
of
Kenstate of the fluids—in all these cases, and in
York, ss.—February 20, 1838.
Purging and others mentioned in the bills of directions
nebunk-port in said county, yeoman, all the etor, T. KIDDER, and for sale at his er principles, could remove.
FlpAKEN on execution and will be sold at right
inequity
which
said
Joshua
Nason
has
to
sweating
is
all
that
is
required
to
cure
disease,
Counting
Room,
No.
99,
next
door
to
J.
A
Public Vendue, on Saturday the fifth
given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY,,
no matter what kind, it can be cured in no that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in
day of May next, at two of the clock in the redeem the farm on which he now lives, sit Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of Court and
other
way.
uated
in
said
Kennebunk
port,
on
the
main
Hanover Streets, near Concert Hall, Boston,
afternoon, at the store of Messrs. Parks &
terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT
BRANDRETH’S PILLS.
Harris in Berwick, in said county, all the road leading from Kennebunk to Goodwin’s and also for sale by his special appointment,
FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) which
Are both sudorific and cathartic—that is, pro
Mills
(so called,) together with all other lots
right in equity which William McCrillis, of
are sold with them, will effect immediate re
¿together
with
all
the
valuable
Medicines
duce
both
sweating
and
purging.
In
some
or parcels of land which said Joshua mort
Acton in said county of York, yeoman, has
lief ; and if used but lor a fair period of trial,
gaged to Edward Nason, of said Kennebunk as prepared by the late Dr. Conway,) by cases, they produce vomiting ; this is only
to redeem the following described parcels
a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond
SAMUEL JORDAN, Kennebunk.
port,—and the same will be sold at Public
when the stomach is in such a state of foul
of land, to wit :—The Farm on which said
Auction at the store of Bryant & Warren, in
ness that it cannot cleanse itself by any other a doubt by daily testimonies which would
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
William McCrillis now lives, situate in said
be given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W.
Kennebunk, in said county, on Saturday the
means. They always produce health, because
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
Acton, being the westerly half of the tract of
they invariably excite every organ to healthy EVANS can conscientiously request confi
fourteenth day of April next, at two o’clock
dence.
land which William and James purchased of
action—in other words, THEY ASSIST na
in the afternoon, said property being under
Notice
Moses Rollins, and is bounded westerly by
Other and more conclusive demonstrations
ture to bring about such a state of things as
the encumbrance of said mortgage.
S
hereby
given
that,
by
a
Resolution
pass

the road leading from Jonathan Prescott’s
of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile
necessarily causes this desirable result.
A. WARREN, D. Sheriff.
ed
on
the
7th
day
of
December
last,
by
to Milton Mills ; southerly by laud of Went
Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are
Kennebunk, March 12, 1838.
the Board of Directors of the United States No method is so sensible as the following submitted by the following important end ex
worth Hilton ; easterly by land of James Mc
of
Nature.
Mankind
have
been
long
strayed
Exchange Company, the subscriber was ap
Crillis, and northerly by land of Asa Drew.
traordinary cures effected by their highly
Important Caution !
pointed Agent of said Company for York from her path of Wisdom, and unfortunately
Also one other lot of land adjoining the
HEREAS there is a mean counterfeit County, Maine, to receive subscription for been seeking after any thing but common medicinal qualities—all of which may be
above described farm, and is the same which
article, now offered for sale, purport stock in that County and vicinity.
sense, and guided by any whim but reason. seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office, No.
said William McCrillis purchased of Joseph
ing to be that well known medicine,
Let us abandon, then, false notions and false 7, Division street. One or two of these he.
JOHN
TRAFTON.
Emerson of Alfred in 1835, and is bounded
BRANDRETHS’ PILLS.
practices—let us endeavor to resume the path herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina
Emery
’
s
Mills,
northerly by land lately owned by Capt. As it is very important that the sick should
ting public.
of nature, and be guided by the light of reas
3m.
Shapleigh,
Feb.
10,
1838.
John Salter, which he conveyed to Calvin not be imposed on by this base and mean
Dr. W. EVANS—Sir : Bepleased to receive theon ; let us cease to ruin our eyes by gas or thanks
of one who has been a great sufferer for sev
Gowen ; westerly by land of Jonathan Pres imposition ;—to avoid this the Public are cau
candle
light,
and
we
shall
need
no
opticians
—
•
NOTICE.
eral years, for the great benefit she has received from
cott and others.
tioned against purchasing of any but the ad
let
us
cease
doing
those
things
which
are
con

the
virtues
of your inesiimabie Camomile Pills.
She
HE United States Exchange Company,
Also one other tract of land called the vertised agents, of whom they can be sure of
has suffered with pain and distress in the head, a tight
of the City of New York, have ap trary to the nature of our bodies, and we ness
wood-lot, and adjoins land of Luther God getting the
across the stomach, shortness of breath, and palpi
genuine
BRANDRETH’S
shall need no physicians—let us endeavor to
pointed George Willis, of Portland, their
ding on the east and south.—The whole of PILLS. See a list of Agents.
tation of the heart ; exercise would almost overcome
Agent to redeem all Bills of the Company find out what is nature, what are the laws her ; but since using your Camomile Tonic Pills, her
said land, above described, containing one
J. O. LANGLEY,
that govern her. In this work experience complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with
that are payable at Portland, Me.
hundred acres, more or less, with the buildings
Doctor Brandreths’ only authorized
must be our teacher, and prejudice must be out fatigue, and she is happy to say can now eujoy
Feb. 10, 1838.
3m.
thereon. The above premises are now under
life comfortably again.
Travelling Agent for the State of Maine.
forever discarded as our companion.
a mortgage deed to Increase S. Kimball, dat
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third st. N. Y.
March 17, 1838.
6w.
Every authorised Agent has a certificate of
ed January 28, 1837, to secure the payment
FENNER,
Newark, July 18, 1836—Dear Sir—For 4 years S
agency in his store, signed by Doct. Branof two hundred and sixty-eight dollars and
have been so unwell that 1 was unable to attend te»
NOTICE.
“O ESPECTFULLY tenders his services as dretb’s own hand writing.
Purchaser ask my business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was confin
fifty-two cents, with interest.
FglHIS may certify that I have relinquishPHYSICIAN & SURGEON, to the to see the certificate of Agency. All who ed
to my room ; my complaints were rheumatism, pains»
Conditions and other particulars made
A
ed all claim to the services and earn inhabitants of Alfred and vicinity.
sell the genuine Brandreth’s Pill, have one— in my stomach, indigestion and Joss of appetite, with
known at the time and place of sale.
ings of my son, William S. Rhoades, a
Office over Silas Derby’s Store.
continual pain and dizziness in my head ; 1 used differ
with full directions.
MARK E. MARSHALL, D. Sheriff.
ent kinds of medicine without effect, until 1 commenced
minor under the age of twenty-one years,
Lodging at Joseph Sayward’s, Esq.
Agents now made in York County are—
taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient Pills
March 24.
and that he is free to act and trade for him
Dee. 30, 1837.
3rn
Kennebunk, JOHN OSBORN & Co. ; Sa their beneficial effects upon me astonish all w ho knew
self,
and
that
I
do
not
hold
myself
responsi

co and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck,—Sub mysilualion. In a few days 1 shall be at your office
Sheriff’s Sale.
Agent, Selucus Adams; Lyman, William to express my gratitude to you in person. In theAKEN on execution, and will be sold at ble for any debts or contracts of his making.
JAMES
RHOADES.
Huntress; Alfred, B. F.Chadbourne ;Sanford, mean time I subscribe myself your obedient servant,
public vendue, at the store of A. & G.
B. 8. JARVIS, 13 Centre st.
Eliot
Tibbets ; Emery’s Mills, Aaron Webber;
D. Conant, in Alfred, in the county of York, Witness, Daniel Bowdoin.
Dr. Wm. Evans.
■H
GALLONS Pure WinWaterborough, January 11, 1838.
on Saturday the 21st day of April next, at ten
JLO VJ?
ter Strained Sperm Oil. Acton Corner, Stephen Merrill ; Lebanon,
He therefore need only add that hisLibbey & Wood ; South Berwick, Parks &
o’clock A. M., all the right in equity which
2000 gallons Bleached do.
Wilson; North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ; CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with
Moses Abbot, of Waterborough, in said county,
Rasiaway,
500 “ Pure Fall do.
excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT
Wells, Joseph Wilson ; Wells, Ogunquit, Ba his
has of redeeming certain real estate situated
ROM the Alms house, in Eliot, about the
500 “ Pure Summer do.
PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail,
in said Walerborough, and which said Abbot
15th inst. Samuel Lewis and Charles
The subscriber having established a Facto rak Maxwell ; York—Cape Neddick, George
at No. 7, Division st. near Chatham square,.
purchased of Sally Hill, and which said Ab
Lewis, town paupers of said town. All per
ry for the manufacture of Oil, will keep the M. Freeman; York, Alexander Dennett;
bot afterwards mortgaged to David Hall, by sons are hereby forbidden to harbour or trust article constantly for sale at the Factory in York Corner, Samuel Douglass ; Buxton, C. New York, and of his authorised agents in
deed dated December 16th, 1831.
them on account of said town, as the town Fore Street, or at No. 8 Merchants Row, at M. Merrill, P. M. ; Buxton Corner, Nathan El- town and country.
CHARLES PAUL, Deputy Sheriff.
J. H. JONES, corner of Middle and Union
will pay no expense of their incurring, as am the lowest Boston prices. Warranted equal den ; Limerick, John Sanborn ; Newfield—
Alfred, March 20, 1838.
Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer, P. M.; West do. streets, Portland, Agent for Slate of Maine,
ple provision is made for their support at said to any manufactured in the United States.
J. & S. C. Adams ; Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton; where persons may apply for sub Agencies.
house.
ALEX. H. LADD.
Notice.
STEPHEN JENKINS,
Sole Agents, Daniel Remich, Kennebunk;.
Portsmouth, N. H., Feb. 25, 1837. epistf. North do., S. B. Bean ; Cornish, John McLel
F|pHIS may certify that I have relinquishlan ; Limington, James McArthur; Waterbo James Crockett, Norway ; Thomas Chase, N.
DANIEL BARTLETT, Jr.
JL
ed all claim to the services and earn
rough, James Leavett.
Overseers of the Poor of said Eliot.
Yarmouth ; Nathan Reynolds, Lewiston ;
Ship Timber,
ings of my son, Samuel Dixon, a minor,
Agents for York, Cumberland and Lincoln Joseph Griffin, Brunswick ; Palmer & Wash
Eliot, Feb. 23,1838.
tinder the age of twenty-one years, and that
Counties will be supplied hereafter from Mr. burn, Gardiner ; R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell ;
T ARGE
White Oak .vgk
(tr’Sliip Timber. ^£0
he is free to act and trade for himself, and that
S. H. Colesworthy, Portland.
Moses Noble, Augusta ; J. K. Miller, Old
JL^ Timber, Floors, NaLL kindsofSHIP TIMBER & PLANK,
I do not hold myself responsible for any debts
JOHN O. LANGLEY,
town ; Duren & Thatcher, Bangor ; Samuel
as usual, wanted by
val Timbers, Fottocks, &c. &c. wanted by Only authorized travelling Agent for the
or contracts of his making.
Jackson & Co. Belfast ; Barkey Ngstl, Wis
OLIVER DIXON.
BOURNE & KINGSBURY.
BOURNE & KINGSBURY.
State of Maine.
casset ; Henry Hyde, Bath.,
Kennebunk, March 2, 1838.
Kennebunk Landing, Feb. 10,1838.
York, March 20, 1838.
Kennebunk, Feb. 10, 1838.
tf.
February 18, 1837.
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Of the wedding drt
that these were very
would be very mont
rjute description of i
not to occupy mucl
trief, for the events it <
be. The Rev. John
clergyman ; and ther
¿own to dinner—th
with all good things w
supply« At the head
an enormous Indian j
Indians, as an Engli
such a pudding migl
huge pewter platter,
the same substantial tn
silver from a recent
had roast beef and lam
all the fruits and vai
But they had no wi
any kind, and themos
vocate would have fou
in the arrangements.
Robert Wilson’s hi
miles from that of Cu
more than half a milo
This distance was not
then it was through the
the road was only <
the obstruction of trees
have rolled over the
was no matter, as not a
kind, excepting great h
been seen in Dover.
mounted their goodly
lanlly taking a lady b<
the bridegroom and bi
cavalcade in great stj
smiles and good wish
not join for the lac
progress was joyous
entered a winding pad
when a more sober pac
but Robert’s horse, beii
way, still pressed on it
ty. The path just
clearing surrounding hi
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avoid a large rock tha
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width to a space bar
passage. As Robert u
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